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PREFACE

Conditions in the Colonial environment are different from those in

more developed or racially homogeneous areas. Basically the differences

are these: Orientation towards a ’’mother” economy; distinct racial and

social grouping; and wide disparity in the economic levels of the separate

groups.
e

The northern regions of Africa have been influenced by occupying

forces over many centuries, but the southern half of the continent has

been relatively free from successive external invasions. Although Dutch,

Portuguese, German and British occupations have taken place in recent

times, these all have been fundamentally ‘ 3 European” and constitute

generally only one cultural influence. Internal pressures had gone on

within the sub-continent, Negro, Bantu and Bushman having contested

areas of occupation, but these were swept aside with the coming of the

European.

The Portuguese had tentatively inspected the coast late in the

fifteenth century and by the end of the eighteenth had already settled

the East Coast and penetrated the Zambesi as far as the present

borders of the Rhodesias. A Portuguese expedition in fact entered

the present region of Zambia in 1798. The Dutch had meanwhile

established a base at the site of present-day Cape Town, building a

fort there in 1652. Subsequently British occupation of the Dutch

settlements occurred and German colonisation also took place in

other areas. Late in the nineteenth century the major countries

formalised their colonisation. ’’Spheres of influence" were defined

and the present-day boundaries set.

Except for the early Portuguese settlements and, to a lesser

extent, the early Dutch, the Western European culture was not

integrated into the indigenous ones. The white colonists generally
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remained socially isolated, especially in the later situation. The new

society was oriented always towards Europe and this remains so today.

This has had a great effect in channeling political affiliations and trade

policies. Transportation systems were planned and developed

figuratively and literally ’’pointing towards Europe”. There was little

impetus to create trade links with the East, except in ivory and slaves,

which was itself at that time also Europe-orientated as a result of

European colonisation. The Colonies were within the economic orbit

of the controlling countries and their trade and fiscal policies were

based upon this condition. The traditional access to Europe has

always been in the direction from which settlement came and as a

result Zambia’s major route to the sea is by way of Southern Rhodesia,

Bechuanaland and South Africa. Until recently all these territories

shared a common political affiliation and still have strong economic

associations.

It was only ten years ago that Southern Rhodesia developed a

’ second string 1 rail link to Lourenco Marques through Portuguese

territory, although access to Beira had been long established. This

supplemented the primary system through South Africa. Cecil Rhodes

had pressed for the construction of a railroad from Cape Town to

Cairo and by the time of his death it had reached Broken Hili. It was

then diverted northwards towards the potential of the Copperbelt and

finally continned into the former Belgian Congo, where another system

from the West Coast joined it. Economic progress had thus eventually

created the link between the two Europe -orientated starting points.

Because of conflicting policies of the controlling powers in adjoining

territories, and because of steadily increasing industrialisation to the

south, the bulk of Zambian imports still come from the south. It is

interesting to speculate what changes Rhodes 1 rail link to Tanganyika

and onward might have brought to Zambia, where 60 years later an

independent African Government is thinking of the link once more -
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for the same reasons that dictated the earlier policy of the Colonial

powers, namely, to have ' sympathetic” access into neighboring

countries and reduce dependence on ‘foreign neighbors.

Such a reorientation in direction and affiliations could bring a

major change in the traditional pattern of expansion, although the im-

posed pattern has been slowly disintegrating with growing economic

pressure and development in the interior regions. The changing

political climate and the accession of Africans to power in Zambia

will be certain to hasten this change.

The inter-continental orientation and contact also could be

changed considerably. Where the Colonial Administrations looked to

Europe, the African has no controlling administrative or abstract

cultural need to maintain contact. Being culturally and racially dis-

tinct he will be able to make Ms contacts where he finds them more

helpful, convenient, or profitable. Political ’ non-alignment” is

already an established international phrase. This is likely to be

followed by conscious cultural non-alignment even within Africa itself

and economic non-alignment. Evidence of both are strong: the desire

to build up indigenous history and character, and the promise of

economic reward provided development of natural resources can

bring self-sufficiency in international trading.

Suffice to say that statistics at present available could become

virtually inapplicable if major philosophical and economic re-alignment

occurs.

It is easy from hindsight to point to the dual society which exists

today and condemn it as morally wrong, but the situation is one of his •

toricai evolution. Whatever the moral and ideological criticisms the

local economies liave gone forward at two levels: bountiful one of

privilege due to skills and power, and a meager one of subservience

due to inability to provide skilled competition and a very low subsis-
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tence base to start off from. Recently the European has rapidly lost

his privilege of colour and social isolation but he will continue - or

his skilled successor will - to wield economic power because of his

skills and entrepreneurial advantage over the indigenous people.

Numerically the ’‘elite” is a small group. For this reason as well

as the fact that Europeans have not been a ’’problem” economically

speaking (being almost entirely self-sufficient) social and economic

studies have been primarily concerned with the indigenous people,

the Africans. It has always been easier and quicker - because

reservoirs of skills are near at hand in adjoining Southern Rhodesia

and South Africa, not to mention the United Kingdom, (the ’ mother

country” and primary source of administrators and civil servants) -

to import skills at a premium rather than to provide them by education.

The dichotomy in the social economy has thus been perpetuated and

even exaggerated. Although the separation tends to be on racial lines

it is in fact in development terms as much a social and ecoxae mi c one.

Statistical summaries are usually given for the two major groups

separately because this is the only means of determining the real

position at both ends of the socio-economic scale.

Although there is a continuing whittling away of this unbalanced

position, and many Africans are finding the way open to entrepreneurial,

political, administrative and commercial occupations there is an almost

total vacuum in the professional and technological occupations. An

exodus of the skilled elite would bring about a development crisis which

could not soon be resolved with indigenous personnel alone. In addition

the European in Zambia, other than the early ox-wagon farmer, has

largely considered himself to be a long-term visitor rather than a

permanent citizen. A factor contributing largely to this approach is

the ’’Order in Council” of the United Kingdom Government of 1924

which laid down that not more than 6% of the territory’s land area

could be held by the ” Crown” and released to white landholders. The
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remaining 94% was to remain with special safeguards in Native Reserves

or Native Trust categories. The lesser importance of the white man

was thus entrenched, especially as ownership of land is the settler’s

basis of his wealth.

It is difficult at this stage to predict how this position will change

as a result of independence but the likelihood is that even fewer

Europeans, (whose designation ’’European’ even signifies affiliations

elsewhere) will be citisens, though their numbers as skilled workers

may grow. Government has made it plain that it is to ’’Africanise” its

own departments and is urging Commerce and Industry to do likewise.

Statements have been made in the legislative Council that the new

republic will need white skills for another ten years, so the pattern

of eventual European emigration or return “home is set. At that

stage a largely indigenous and homogeneous community will have been

created, but the economic differential will persist for some considerable

time between skilled and semi- or unskilled workers, regardless of the

origins of the skilled group.

The apparent racial bias which comes out in the surveys and

tabulations made is in fact an expression of the criticality of education

and skills in advancing economies. The time-lag in making education

productive is so great that there is likely to remain a large 'expatriate* 1

population to meet the demands made on skills if the expansion hoped for

is to take place at all. The expressed desire to meet all the nation’s

requirements for skills in 10 years in all spheres of activity is most

unlikely to be attained, and the necessity to preserve statistical

continuity by measuring the white and black populations • or generally

the skilled and the unskilled * separately will persist.

Extending this thought it remains to be stated that the great

discrepancies in economic levels between the race groups in general

is due, as has been said, to 'the critical absence of skills and economic

strength amongst the indigenous peoples. It is difficult, if not impossible
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for people in advanced countries to conceive of a man living and feeding

his family on less than S2O a month, but this happens, and it happens

in many other societies of the underdeveloped regions of the world.

Indigenous subsistence needs have been few beyond mere survival, and

early workers on pioneer white farms found a day’s pay measured in

pence an adequate reward. The African has found these miniscule

economic returns preferable to the uncertainty of subsistence living

and his labor has been constantly oversupplied as a result - to the

detriment of his economic position.

Turning to the other end of the scale the European settler has

come first as missionary, explorer and hunter, then as occupier or

administrator, and later as farmer. Only relatively recently has he

come expressly as a professional and skilled worker. He has always

been able to set high levels for himself and would not have left his

previous country if the returns did not appear better in his new and

often -at least up to 10 years ago - rough environment. Because of

his specially high demands he has remained economically,socially and

racially apart.

The situation is thus established that the skilled immigrant comes

to sell a service at a high rate and for which he can already demand good

returns elsewhere, while the unskilled native remains at very low if

improving economic levels. These statements ignore cultural, social,

political and racial ramifications but they serve to describe Hie economic

variance evident in the internal economy of Zambia between European

and African, or between white and black, skilled and unskilled; expatriate

and indigenous, or between settler and native. Ail these terms are

approximately synonymous in the Colonial context.

Largely this study deals with the expectations of the indigenous

peoples and the statistical analyses presented arc prepared with this in

view. It is necessary always to bear in mind that a small elite (some

2% of the population), now no longer wielding political power but having
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great economic strength, exists as a statistical group which will eventually

be economically if not socially absorbed, or will move out as the whole

economic structure of Zambia is integrated into the new political frame -

work.

It is no longer significant that this group is ' white and it is

assumed that at some time the department and organs preparing and

publicising the national statistics will rephrase cex'tain definitions, and

will evolve descriptions less likely to engender subjective responses,

thus removing the element of race from its statistical presentations.

P.O. Coltman .

May, 1965.
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I . The Physical Base for Development.

GEOGRAPHY AND CLIMATE.

Zambia is situated wholly in the tropics, between 9 and 15 south

o o
latitude and 22 and 33 east longitude. The country is landlocked from

the Indian and Atlantic oceans and is surrounded by eight other territories

Generally major access is to and from the south at two points with two

other routes north to Tanganyika and the Congo, and access east to

Malawi. Minor connections exist at other points, but commercial move-

ments are limited generally to those places shown on descriptive map

No. 1. This also indicates topography and basic climatic features.

The country generally lies on the main African plateau at eleva-

tions of between 3500* and 4500*. Because of this elevation the severity

of tropical conditions is not felt. The major rivers flowing south and

east cut through the plateau to noticeably hotter and drier conditions,

especially in the Zambesi and Luangwa valleys, where elevations are

less than 1500*. The northern watershed rivers of the Congo river

system are not eroded and flow in relatively flat country. Mean

o
maximum temperatures rarely exceed 90 F, with mean minima of the

order of 44 F, though frosts can occur during the cool months from May
-O

to August, and temperatures can exceed 100 F in the river valleys.

Escarpments are steep and rugged and access through them

difficult. Otherwise large areas of the plateau are extremely flat and

St
extensive swamp areas exist, notably the Mweru wa Ntipa and

Bangweulu in the north, the Lukanga and Kafue flats in the south-center

and the Barotse flood plain in the west. Access to inland water is

relatively good. In the north lakes Mweru and Tanganyika are shared

with territorial neighbors, while Lake Bangweulu and the Barotse

waterways are contained within the country. Lake Kariba, on the

n The Lake of Mud” sparsely populated and given over largely to game
reserve.
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Zambesi River, a man-made giant of 2000 square miles, will increasingly

exert influence over fishing and other activities. Main rivers are also

locally and seasonally navigable.

The rainfall pattern is fairly even, rainfall being confined largely

to five or six months from November to April. However annual rainfall

rises from 16 inches in the Zambesi valley to over 60“ in isolated sones

in the north and north-west. Except for swamp margins and isolated

pockets all the soils in the higher rainfall regions are heavily leached

and generally rapidly exhausted with use. In general soils are not

highly fertile, and the western third of the country comprises Kalahari

sands difficult to use and to develop over. The most profitable soils

for cash crop agriculture are those in the south and east. (See Maps 2 & 5)

Land use is extensively pastoral and where settlement of Europeans

has taken place becomes semi-intensive. Most of the country is of

savannah type with small areas of close forest. Tropical grasslands

occur, mainly in the west but extensive forest areas are also exploited

in Barotseland in the west.

About two fifths of the country is infested with tsetse fly, which

causes sleeping sickness (trypanosomiasis) in cattle and man.

LIMITATIONS ON DEVELOPMENT.

The physical characteristics of the country are briefly described

at other appropriate places in this study. Generally the soils and

topography favor the southern and eastern edges of the country, the

remainder being regarded as generally inherently infertile and heavily

leached* This is not universally the case, there being extensive

pockets of better soils. In any case non*agricultural functions such

as forestry and plantation development, and especially fishing, can

and do supplement the subsistence groups in the agriculturally poorer

areas.
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Besides poor soils huge areas of the country are occupied by tsetse

fly, others by swamps and water and still others by steep unworkable

escarpments. Forest reserves and game reserves also occupy substantial

areas, the latter being almost entirely located in areas already isolated

by tsetse fly.

In summary Table I sets out the areas of these limitations by

provinces and a population density on usable land is calculated. # This

is a much fairer index of land use than the gross densities generally

quoted.

Maps 5 & 5 set out geographically the limitations to development

and by exclusion show up the better areas for development. It has been

urged that much larger areas of forest reserve should be set aside than

at present. Some 6|% of land area is now token up in the forest estate,

25 /5 is needed :tto cover all productive and protective* purposes.

The Forest Department is steadily proceeding with the conversion of

further areas.

While the boundaries of the tsetse fly areas can be considered as

impermanent and flood areas may be substantially reduced or controlled

with technological development, forest areas will require expansion, and

game areas may well also require further expansion, especially if

current projects for game farming successfully developed in South

Africa and Rhodesia are exploited. The game reserves will become

an important source of protein from game cropping. Game will

become a significant national asset as a food product as well as a

tourist attraction. Preservation of game over large areas where

cattle are unable to survive due to tsetse fly will constitute a means

of livelihood for many and a source of food. It is at present estimated

that the revenue earned now from this source through tourism, ivory

meat, hunting fees, arms and games licenses, sales of arms and

Taken from an unpublished memo of the Ministry of Agriculture.
(1) Ministry of Natural Resources. Department of Forestry Annual

Report 1963.
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LAND
USE
AND

AFRICAN
POPULATION

DENSITY
BY

PROVINCES.

Province

Area
Sq.
miles

* Usable
Area

Sq.
miles

Population
per
sq.

mile
of

usable
area.

**

Area
tilled
&

planted
per

year.
Various methods.

Area
in

fallow
Shifting
cul-

tivation.

Non-arable
C

omme
rc

ially

grazed.

Areas
of

good

Agricultural Potential under
tsetse

fly

Barotseland Central Eastern Luapula Northern North
Western

Southern Western

48,
798

44,

900 26,682 19,524 57,
076

48,
582

32,
927 12,096

23,
076

19,
100

7,

852
5,

209
35,
650

8,

144
12,

498
3,

502

12.
0

24.
7

61.
0

60.
9

15.
8

26.
0

36.6 142.
0

827 897 861
1,

328
2,

193 547
1,

039 110

14,062 4,

375
7,

031
7,

812
10,
937 5,468 937 781

3,

170
1,

587
3,

126 625 625 168
5,

760 62

690 400 500

(Source:
Unpublished
memorandum
by

the

Agricultural
Planning
Officer,
Ministry
of

Agriculture).

*

Usable
area

excludes:
forest
reserves,

game

reserves,
unsuitable
due
to

topography,
permanent
water,

deep

Kalahari
sands,

tsetse
fly.

*

*

Area
tilled
and

planted
includes
tractor

ploughing
(almost

entirely
in

Southern
and

Central
Provinces)

59

sq.

miles;
ox

ploughing
764
sq.

miles,
mostly
in

Southern
and

Eastern
Provinces;
hoe

cultivation

5184
sq.

miles
mostly
in

Northern,
Luapula,
Barotseland
and

Eastern
Provinces;

cultivation
in

ash

1795
sq.

miles,
almost
entirely
inNorthern
and

Luapula
Provinces.

TABLE
I.
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ammunition etc. is of the order of $ 1, 092, 000 (£390, 000) per year.

In addition, on the basis of licensed firearms in the country and

annual ammunition sales, the value of meat shot legally is anything

between $B4O, OGO * $4, 200, 000 (£3OO, 000 - £1,500,000). Poaching

is estimated at a minimum of $560, 000 (£2OO, 000). "Raw" skin exports

are $l4O, 000 (£5O, 000) but this covers only a fraction of the value of

hides obtained.

The value of wildlife as a ’’National renewable resource .. .

self-perpetuating if given the chance ...” can be seen from the above
(a)

conservative assessment. The need to maintain the game reserves

is obvious.

There is an obvious relationship between game, land use and

tsetse fly, but the Chairman of the Zambia Natural Resources Board

commenting upon aspects of the conclusions reached by the author took

a broad view when he suggested that the tsetse fly had been a boon rather

than a hindrance to the country. This comment was based on the fact y

that there was no population pressure except in isolated pockets.

Usable land if properly exploited is available for a very much larger

population than exists at present. The tsetse fly areas, covering some

98, 000 square miles, hold back population from these areas and they

now constitute a vast reserve to fall back on when population growth

and economic expansion justify. By that time controlling the fly would

have become economically feasible in relation to means.

An entomological factor is that even under primitive conditions

the influence of tsetse fly tends to recede with increasing human activity

tree cutting, cultivation and building. The limits of residential tsetse

fly will slowly decrease as population pressures increase even without

the application of scientific techniques. At present there is a seasonal

W
Birch, L.J. November 1964.
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outward movement of tsetse fly in some areas and this too is likely to

be controlled with time.

Certainly at present the best use that could be made of the

tsetse areas is as a reservoir for protein foods, game being resistant

to the effects of sleeping-sickness.

The picture presented in Map No. 5 is therefore not as restricted

as at first appears. Tsetse areas are useful tourist attractions and meat

producers, swamps produce large volumes of fish and escarpment

regions provide rugged scenic opportunities which should be exploited

as part of the overall expansion of tourism and programming of tourist

itineraries which can bring home the uniqueness of the African scene.

Escarpment areas are also those which are most likely from available

evidence to produce payable minerals and to provide hydro-electric

sites. They will have economic advantages not necessarily related

to agriculture.

Further, there are large areas of non-arable land which can

accommodate cattle, and plantations of deep-rooted perennial crops

are proving promising in areas unsuitable for the plough and hoe.

Notably coffee and pineapples have succeeded in the Northern and

North Western provinces respectively and kenaf in Barotseland. Tea

is also being grown in the Northern province.

The map does however accent the fact that land for intensive

use and quick returns is limited. The areas which suffer from

physical disadvantages will develop more slowly and require greater

capital and skill to reach optimum production.

The former Federal authorities prepared a “farming type"
(3)

map based on the soils encountered over the area of the Federation.'

The map designates potential land use, rather than actual usage. As

Federal Surveys. 1963.
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Game Reserves constitute a national resource to be preserved for

economic as well as conservation reasons. The major areas of the

Kafue National Park and the Luangwa Valley game reserve as well
as the many lesser reserves are a source of income and could

become a significant source of protein as a result of proper game
preservation and cropping. Here Zebra are seen in the Luangwa

Valley game reserve.

Photograph i.
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such it is confirmed as a sound basic regional map for agricultural

programming with which would have to be related factors such as

transport, water, markets and manpower. This map (No. 2) read

with the consolidated information of Map No. 5 and Map No. 7 dealing

with general transport costs and taking into account the pressure on

certain specific agricultural products (Table XIV) would quickly

indicate areas which should receive priority in the agricultural devel*

opment program to meet anticipated demands in both export and con-

sumption.

THE PEOPLE.

Demographic Situation.

Direct reference is made in other sections of this study to

specific characteristics of the population. It is essential, however,

to outline broadly the general situation regarding population densities,

grouping and socio-economic characteristics.

In 1950 a demographic sample survey of Africans (specifically

indigenous peoples) was made. A great deal of development planning,

especially in rural subsistence occupations and urban social programs

was based on this survey. The total African population was assessed

at 1,816, 000 at 30th June, 1950. By assuming a rate of natural

increase of 2.5% per annum the de facto population for June 1963 was

put at 2, 520, 000.

The first complete census of the African population was made

in June 1963 and stressed the fact that the earlier assessment ”... in

the light of the census results, was a considerable understatement”.

(4) Ministry of Finance, p. 1. 1964
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The estimates were in fact 34% in error when compared with the 1963

census. It can be seen that the scale of earlier development was geared

to a much smaller need than is in fact the case. The need for programs

to cater for a much greater population than was assumed has been thrust

suddenly upon the economy.

The population at June 1963 was in fact 3, 410, 000 and by 1975

this will have increased to 4, 990, 000 assuming a natural increase of

3% per annum rising to 3. 5% by 1975.

It must be stated that the indigenous African populations have

never been required to submit details of births and deaths for record,

and immigration in and out of the country has been recorded only when

migrants travel through "official” border posts. National borders have

never been strictly controlled and many people are probably unaware of

their significance in any case.

The 1963 census is therefore qualified not only because historical

statistics are not available but also because the people were very often

unable to give specific information to enumerators such as their age,

or, for instance, showed a preference for certain answers relating to

school attainment.

Broadly the overall urban/rural situation is set out in Table 11,

which indicates that some 17% of the people live in only ten towns. The

remainder largely comprise either subsistence farmers, farm employees

or fishermen. Map No. 4 illustrates generally the actual spread of the

population though it is not accurate for small areas, especially in certain

rural places such as the Luapula River and Lake Mweru, where population

is closely concentrated along the water’s edge. There are great areas of

very sparse populations due to inhospitable conditions, and others where

existing land-use systems and soil inadequacies prevent reasonable
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POPULATION
OF

ZAMBIA.

FROM
THE
MOST

RECENT
CENSUS

FIGURES
AVAILABLE
-

BY

PROVINCES
AND
MAJOR
TOWNS

.

Province
and

ToVn

Total
African

Population
Census.
June
1963.

Total

Non-African
Population

Census.
September
1961.

Barotseland

363,
000

600

Central
Province

of

which
: Broken

Hill

Lusaka

472,
000

41,
000

105,
000

22,
700

5,

500
13,

000

Eastern
Province

486,
000

2,

200

Luapula
Province

359,
000

600

Northern
Province

563,
000

1,

000

North-Western
Provin
:e

211,
000

800

Southern
Province

of

which
:

Livingstone

459,
000

29,
000

9,

000

4,

900

Western
Province

of

which
:

Bancroft Chingola Kalulushi Kitwe Luanshya Mufulira Ndola

496,
000

28,
000

51,
000 16,000 102,

000 66,000 69,
000

77,
000

47,
600

2,

300
5,

700
1,

200
12,

500
6,

100
6,

800
11,

600

TOTAL:

3,

409,
000

84,
500

T

ABLE

11.
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population increases. ♦

The African population comprises 73 different tribes. Approxi-

mately 30 dialects are identified but a knowledge of the six main

(5)
and English ’’would enable one to converse with every Zambian". 1 '

Many tribes overlap or encroach upon each other. Some are

separated into different areas with other tribes intervening and language

and social customs interact as a result. Government is striving to

eliminate the frictions of tribal attitudes, but there are significant

historical and organisational differences in the four major regions of

the country i.e. the North, Barotseland, the South and the East.

There are instances where national boundaries separate tribes

and those on one side owe allegiance to a “foreign” (by Western concepts)

ruler in another country.

Urbanisation is proceeding rapidly, although only 20% of the

population is urban and of these some are in hamlets and small

settlements classified as urban which would not be so classified in

more intensively developed countries. Table XVII illustrates the

breakdown of population into urban units and shows a broad geographical

distxdbution of urban centers. Most of the urban populations are in the

ten towns on the line of rail.

* Mr. A. Mammond-Tooke, Economist in the Department of

Agriculture, in describing the general conditions in the Northern

Province calculated that the factors of production in the subsis-

tence sector were at a stage of maximum population-carrying
capacity, i.e. 12 to 15 persons per square mile. This indeed throws

a rather different light on the suggestion that people should be per*
suaded to stay on the land. The population density of the Northern

Province * for usable areas * is already 15 persons per square mile.

To stay on the land means increasing population and decreasing con-

sumption per head, a factor described also by Peters in his study
of Barotseland agriculture.

(5)
' Gambia Information Services, p!9. 1964.

** This is expanded further in Section IV, dealing with the Urban Picture
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Earning Capacity.

Employment at the end of 1963 occupied some 225, 000 Africans

and 32,500 Europeans in all activities and a further estimated 40, 000

rural employees of private African traders and businessmen can be

assumed. These are not included in current statistical coverage.

Table 111 indicates the numbers employed by broad categories. All

self-employed persons are excluded from this tabulation, as are sub-

sistence employees and families, who would normally work part of the

year for the farmer or family. The figures are illustrative of the level

of activity of the commercial and governmental sectors. Diagrams A

and B show forcibly the relative economic advantage of employment in

the most industrialised activities. Whereas wages of African mining

employees rose from an average of $370 (£132) to $835 (£298) per year

from 1954 to 1963, an increase of 113%; during the same period wages

in farming rose from only $ll2 (£4l) to $lB5 (£66), an increase of only

61% from a much lower figure.

As long as this pattern persists * and all other occupations show

intermediate levels between these two extremes * urban migration will

continue despite official policy - especially where such a strong pull is

supplemented by demographic pressure in the rural areas.

Incomes in more skilled and industrial work show an increasing

divergence from that in agriculture and service occupations. This is

a typical characteristic of the under-developed countries and is likely
(7)

to continue as pressure grows for skilled and educated workers.' '

(6) Central Statistical Office. Monthly Digest of Statistics. Table 6.

September 1964.

(7) Myrdal Gunnar. p. 25-37. 1957. See also UN/ECA/FAO (later
reference) on the general pressure on skills and education in

Zambia. Higgins (later reference) also mentions the situation

in his analysis of economic development, especially the grow-
ing disparity of incomes in industry and agriculture at least in

part due to trade union activity in the former sector.
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EMPLOYEES
BY

INDUSTRIAL
SECTOR.

Period

Agriculture forestry
&

fishing

Mining
&

Quarrying

Manufacturing

Construction
Electricity,

water
&

sanitary
services

African
Non- African

African

Non- African
African

Non- African

African

Non- African

African

Non- African

Monthly
Average:

1954

39,000

460

44,100
6,

840

16,100
1,

710

56,000

3,

200

2,400

30

1955

37,000

430

42,
500

7,

180

16,700
1.810

59,000
3,

500

2,400

70

1956

35,200

400

46,200

7,

730

17,300
1,

880

65,000
3,

900

2,

700

80

1957

35,800

490

47,400

8,

100

17,600
2,

230

66,000
4,

220

90

1958

36,000

600

39,900

7,

380

18,500
2,

200

62,000
4,

240

2,

600

170

1959

37,200

720

41,200

7,

800

18,100
2,

420

45,000

3,

250

2,500

230

1960

37,
400

740

42,700

8,

030

17,
900

2,

640

36,000

2,

730

2,

700

260

1961

37,800

680

42,100

8,

120

17,
500

2,

750

30,
000

2,450

2,

500

280

1962

38,700

660

41,100

8,

330

17,400
2,

880

23,
900

1,

900

2,

400

300

1963

36,300

700

40,
800

8,

230

15,900
2,

980

23,400

1.880

2,

000

310

TABLE
111.
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Period

Commerce

T

ransport
&

Communications

Services

G

rand
T

otal

Private
Domestic

Other

African
Non" African

African
Non- African

African
Non- African

African
Non- African

African

Non- African

Monthly
Average:

1954

12,400

4,

670

6,

800

2,

180

29,600

50

34,000

5,

630

240,
000

24,800

1955

13,900

5,

090

7,

300

2,

330

31,600

60

36,800

6,

110

247,
000

26,600

1956

14,500

5,

910

8,

200

2,

620

34,600

70

38,900
6,

480

263,
000

29,100

1957

15,500

6,

540

9,

300

2,

910

35,400

80

41,300

6,

780

271,
000

31,400

1958

13,
900

6,

430

9,

700

3,

170

35,400

80

42,800
7,

780

261,
000

32,100

1959

14,600

6,

510

10,

000

3,

110

35,600

90

44,000
8,

380

248,
000

32,500

1960

14,700

6,

780

10,
400

3,

070

35,800

90

46,200
8,

670

244,
000

33,000

1961

14,900

6,

580

10,

300

3,

020

35,900

100

46,800
8,

640

238,
000

32,600

1962

15,300

6,

790

9,

600

3,

120

36,200

100

46,200
9,

220

231,
000

33,300

1963

13,900

6,

290

8,

300

2,

920

36,000

(a)

48,200
9,

180

225,
000

32,500

(a)

Included
in

other
services.

TABLE
111.

EMPLOYEES
BY

INDUSTRIAL
SECTOR

(CONTINUED).
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diagram A
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diagram B
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Generally speaking the younger generation has considerably more

opportunity for better work and improved education. The younger people,

particularly males of working age, are those moving in greatest propor-

tion from the rural areas, a typical condition.

Age Distribution.

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION OF ZAMBIA., „ African Census Non-African CensusAge croup Juae 1963 September 1961Number Percentage Number PercentageUnder 5 681,000 20.0 12.700 15.15 & under 10 476,000 14.0 10,500 12.410 & under 15 375,000 11.0 8,300 9.815 & under 20 278,000 8.2 4,500 5.320 & under 45 1,211,000 35.5 35,400 41.945 and over 388,000 11.3 13,100 15.5TOTALS: 3,409,000 100.0 84,500 100.0* Central Statistical Office. Reproduced in "Zambia Today".

The age-distribution tabulations show for non-Africans a young

population relative to most countries of Europe, but the African

population is even younger. Table IV illustrates this. Again this

is a summary statement and shows only the overall situation. *

AGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION OF ZAMBIA.

Age Group
African Census Non-African Census

June 1963 September 1961

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Under 5 681.000 20.0 12, 700 15.1

5 & under 10 476, 000 14.0 10, 500 12.4

10 & under 15 375, 000 11.0 8,300 9.8

15 & under 20 278, 000 8.2 4,500 5.3

20 & under 45 1.211,000 35.5 35,400 41.9

45 and over 388,000 11.3 13,100 15.5

TOTALS: 3,409, 000 100.0 84,500 100.0

* Central Statistical Office. Reproduced in ‘'Zambia Today”.

TABLE IV.
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Education levels.

Obviously education levels will become more and more critical

as this rising population grows to working age and pressure to take up

the available work places grows. Up to now few secondary school

graduates have been produced. Many of these go on to other study and

(8)
are lost to the immediate economy.' ' Diagram C shows how education

has been improving in recent years mostly at the primary level, although

secondary schooling shows a rapid upward trend* Most depressing is the

poor showing of the vocational and technical schools where fewer people

are being trained today than was the case in 1954. The educational

system shows a void in this classification, where the shortage of skills

is already critical. Sweeping recommendations have been made for the

(9)
reassessment of educational standards, including University education' ,

but education will be a competing item with many other demands on

government. Unless the educational program rapidly results in a benefit

in social and economic conditions, its contribution will not be fully

effective. It is certain that for many years to come the need for ex-

patriate teachers and trainers will be felt. The opportunities available

in commerce, industry and in other government occupations will continue

to channel brains away from teaching.

The educational problem 1b considerable. In one sector, for

example, greater skill is urgently needed in agriculture, yet the pattern

of population movement out of the rural areas is spear -headed by those

with greater education. Education in the rural areas is likely to stimu-

late even greater migrations of these people to the towns. Rising urban

wages and the influence of greater education, both essential to rapid

economic growth, are likely to compound problems already serious in

their proportions.

(8) UN/ECA/FAO pp.9l-120* 1964.

(9) Ibid.
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diagram C.
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It is notable that 72% of the rural populations and 52.7% of

populations in urban areas have had no schooling. Also 47% of males

and 77% of females over the age of 16 have never been to school. If a

standard is set for literacy at 4 years* formal schooling (i.e. 4th Grade

or Standard 2), then 75% of males and 93% of females are illiterate.

At secondary level, only 2, 940 persons had proceeded beyond the

10th Grade (Form 3) and 980 beyond the 12th (Form 5) at the time of the

Census in June 1963.

Table V shows for males and females the number of persons of

increasing educational levels, and indicates how children are rapidly

increasing in the schools.

Generally.

Broadly the population is still a rural and tribal one, and many

traditional tribal customs prevail such as the payment of bride price,

even amongst urban populations. Tribal or village kinship structure

still serves the community, and traditional inheritance and land tenure

obligations are dealt with under ’’customary law” by urban courts and

native authority courts. Customary law is not necessarily on the pattern

of ’’western” law superimposed by the former European government,

although the native courts are responsible to the judicial administration.

The new government has expressed its desire to incorporate at least

some customary law into the national legal system but is determined to

bring changes in other areas of traditional law where this law obstructs

the orderly growth of political and economic systems.

The people have moved into a new era of political independence.

Great affort is necessary on their part to realise their aspirations.

They are seriously handicapped by lack of education, low earning

capacity, a large majority in subsistence occupations and a tribally-

(10) Ministry of Finance; op. cit. p. 10. 1964.
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EDUCATION
STANDARD
OF

MALE
AND

FEMALE
AFRICANS
IN

ZAMBIA.

Standard

Born
before

1942

Born

1942-1956

Born

1957-1963

Male

F

emale
All

persons
Male

P

emale
All

persons
Male

Female
All

persons

Never
been
to

School
No. %

386,
650

51.7

631,
330

82.
0

1,

017,
980

67.
1

215,
370

40.
0

275,
600

53.
0

490,
970

46.4

394,
970

97.6

420,
110

98.
0

815,
080

97.
8

At

school
last
term

No. %

6,

430
0.9

2,

750
0.4

9,

180
0.6

223,
970

41.6

147,
760

28.4

371,
730

35.
1

9,

550
2.4

8,460
2.
0

18,

010
2.2

Left
school
before

No.

last
term.

Below

Grade
5

(Standardlll)
°

184,
860

24.7

104,
990

13.6

289,
850

19.
1

58,
850

11.
0

71,
170

13.7

130,
020

12.3

*•

-

*•

Grades
5

-

8

No.

(Standards
III

-

VI)

%

159,
740

21.4

29,
890

3.9

189,
630

12.5

37,
520

7.0

24,
920

4.
8

62,440 5.9

••

**

-

Over
Grade
8

No.

(Standard
VI)

%

10,

040
1.3

780
0.
1

10,
820

0.7

2,

170
0.4

660
0.
1

2,

830
0.3

••

-

-

No.

TOTALS:

70

747,
720

100

769,
740

100

1,517,
460

100

537,
880

100

520,
110

100

1,

057,
990

100

404,
520

100

428,
570

100

833,
090

100

Source:
Ministry
of

Finance:
Preliminary
Report
of

the

May/June
1963

Census

TABLE
V

.
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focused society. On the other hand potential is good, mining exports

are large, there is scope for a large improvement in agriculture, a

young population seeks rapid advancement and international standing is

good. These factors used effectively in combination can create a sound

base in mining and in agriculture and diversity at the upper levels in

supplementary activities.
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POTENTIALS AND REALITIES.

The Pattern of Development.

Communications are accepted as a prime factor in determining

economic production and limiting potentially productive areas. Thriving

factories and fertile fields are ineffectual if the means of conveying

production to markets is not economic. Many potentially profitable

enterprises have failed because of this basic but sometimes un-

appreciated fact. This is especially so in Africa, which suffers

critically from the lack of capital funds to produce more efficient

systems of communications. This does not only apply to transporta-

tion; all forms of communication need improvement to meet current

needs.

Recently Robert Gardner of the Economic Commission for Africa

stated in Lusaka that to send a telegram from one West African country

to another it was necessary to circuit the message to the United States,

United Kingdom, Europe and finally to its destination. The E. C. A.

has as a major goal the improvement of all forms of communication

among the new African countries. *

Isard in his study of regional inter-relationships uses trans-

portation volumes or ”commodity flow” as an index of regional influence

and classifies this commodity flow as a crucial molder of regional

patterns. Clearly, transport efficiency and the operating network

must have a dominant bearing on the shape and wealth of any region.

Hammond-Tooke, economist in Zambia’s Ministry of Agriculture,

in discussing this factor, observed that all one had to do to obtain a

broad picture of development prospects was to overlay a map of the

* Comment from a talk to the Zambia National Affairs Associa-

tion, Lusaka. September, 1964.

(11) Isard, Walter and Associates, p. 126-140. 1960. Cf alsoTornqvist, G

’’Transport Costs as a Locational Factor for Manufacturing”.
Lund studies in Geography, Series B. Human Geography No. 23,
1962* Reviewed in Geographical Review Vol. L1V,N0.4. October

1964.
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subject region with a map of transport costs at X units per mile to fix

quite clearly the relative profitability of areas within the region. By

this means it would be a simple economic exercise to determine

whether areas of lower potential relative to say soil types would not

prove more profitable to exploit when assessing the overall advantage

taking accessibility into account. Accessibility would be measured in

terms of the costs of transport in and out of the area.

A crude example of this sort of comparison is illustrated in

Map No. 7 which is more fully described in the sub-section headed

’’Roads”. The indications are relatively arbitrary. Accurate estimates

of true transport costs are not easily available and the actual rates

charged by road haulage firms have been taken from the two main dis*

tributing centers. Other complex factors will affect the overall picture.

The types of transport used* location of markets and raw materials,

origin of imports for use in the development (e.g. fertilizer) and so on

will affect any refinement of such a study.

The map does make clear that the existing transport network

heavily favors areas already enjoying relative wealth while contributing

to the regression of others. From this study another factor of great

significance in Zambia is clear. The geographic outline of the country

fosters a lop-sided economy. Traffic from the Northern “bulge” is

dependent on an international road across the ’’Congo pedicle” as it is

colloquially known, to reach the population centers of the Copperbelt

which themselves crowd the Congo border and literally form an

economic region with the Katanga copper producing area. But for

language differences in the entrepreneurial and administrative groups,

it is certain that economic associations would have been greater than

is the case. There are bodies, however, which have “crossed the

border” to meet economic needs. For example, the Rhodesia Congo

Border Electricity Corporation, which feeds power across the border

depending on the needs of the mines on either side.
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The far eastern area of Zambia, which includes Fort Jameson,

the oldest town founded by Europeans in the country, is better served

by transport systems in Malawi to the east than by the one railroad in

Zambia, which is almost 400 miles distant to the west. Except for

certain controls exercised by Government which have forced orienta*

tion towards Eusaka, the economic and even ethnological associations of
> wr

this area would have moved it eastwards.

Private and Public Sectors of Investment.

The most unfortunate political shape of the territory, coupled

with an absence of efficient transport links from potentially productive

areas to markets or to export systems has predetermined the pattern

of development to an extent where it is almost overriding in dictating

the economic direction of further expansion. The areas already

endowed with elements of social overhead capital: roads, railroad,

power, and water, and an established infrastructure which includes the

availability of skills and reserves of equipment and materials, will be

the only ones in which private entrepreneurial capital is likely to be

invested. Government will be forced if it wishes to expand in other

areas to carry out capital expenditure in both public and private sectors

Such monolithic enterprise may prove costly and unproductive, but it is

likely to happen regardless of purely economic factors. The social and

political implications of stagnation are very real to the new Government

and a policy of capital injection in poorer regions is certain to be

implemented, coupled with incentives for the private sector to locate

in less developed areas.

In Zambia private funds have in fact been made available to

Government for development programs in poorer areas, notably from

the large mining companies which wished to contribute to the well*

being of the people who had worked in the mines, namely the rural

populations, particularly those in the Northern and Luapula provinces.
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There has been virtually no investment of capital in private

enterprise in these areas except in retailing and construction at fairly

low economic levels. Recently an international fisheries organisation

has taken over the enterprise on Lake Tanganyika which had been

sponsored by the Development Commissioner some years previously

and finally brought into operation with incentive from the Industrial

Development Corporation, a wing of Government.

Absence of a basic network of services, especially of transport

systems, has meant that there has been little private investment in areas

inaccessible to markets, but there are of course other factors which the

investor will take into account before committing himself to expenditure

on fixed capital items., It is necessary to be aware that economic and

political instability in Africa has and will continue to influence the

pattern of private investment. Long-term lending or expansion without

Government guarantees is unlikely. Fear of expropriation or national-

isation of the enterprise as soon as it becomes sufficiently profitable is

a very real one in the touchy politico-economic climate of the new

countries. The imposition of taxation or of fiscal controls which will

affect the profit-bearing motive of the undertaking once it is a going

concern is also something with which investors must reckon when

calculating their risk. Behrman in assessing the value of foreign aid

mentions the obstacles to private development and the fear which new

countries have of exploitation and domination on the one hand, and the

fears of investors of losing their capital on the other.' 9 In the as

yet "untested" political situation in Zambia there are promises of

free enterprise and an encouragement to the investor to produce within

the country, but the real and wider pressures have hardly had an opportunity

to function. Despite the encouragement to would-be investors there is not

likely to be any large-scale funding by private enterprise of projects in

areas not equipped to handle output, i.e. the areas lacking an adequate

(12) Behrman, J.R.ipp. 55*67* 1955.
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infrastructure. International finance agencies operating through the

national Government or with Government guarantees on the safety of

the investments coupled with direct aid schemes, will be the method

by which such development proceeds.

Private investment will still have to base its functions on

economic realities rather than social and political expediency, and

such investment where it occurs will continue to concentrate in the

urban centers, along the major transport routes and near the high

potential areas of natural resource or agricultural production. This

will mean a widening gap In the economic levels of the growing centers

and the rural hinterland and it is at this point that government will come

into direct conflict with spontaneous economic development patterns;

”
spontaneous

” in the sense that development will beget development,

while investors will shy away from untried fields of activity.

Government will have to proceed with the provision of means

rather than ends, and it is here too that she might well come up against

the people themselves who see little or no return for their newly-won

independence.

Benham makes this situation plain, and it is evident that

expectations will generally exceed the capacity to satisfy this co

dition:

Labour, materials, and other resources are diverted from

producing food and other goods for current consumption and

employed instead in construction means of production such

as power stations, railways, roads, factories and irrigation
projects. Such an increase of capital assets is necessary
to make possible a growing expansion of output in the future,
but for the time being it involves hardship and sacrifice. (13)

These latter terms are associated with pre-independence con-

ditions, and cause friction and disillusionment when they become post-

independence catch phrases too.

(13) Benham, F.:p. 11. 1961.
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The rapid growth in population, bringing into being a large un-

productive group of consumers, will obligate the Government not only

to ensure a large increase in food production but will necessitate

educational facilities in order to make the younger population useful

in subsequent development. In addition the foundations for future

employment must be laid now by investing in projects which will create

employment. These three far-reaching obligations have been beyond

the capacity of many new or developing countries, and they have been

unable, without massive aid, to meet even the basic needs for a grow-

ing population. Even aid programs have not necessarily overcome the

dilemma. Balandier’s laconic observation that “It is easier to increase

the number of people than the volume of commodities at their disposal ..

(14)
summarises the situation most successfully.

Too heavy an accent on the need to industrialise because wealth

and industry seem to go together will not be necessarily an acceptable

economic answer. Agricultural efficiency is probably more critical

in achieving a broad improvement in overall advance. Nearly all the

new African countries have now realised this at least to some extent

and stress is being laid on moving people * by coercion if necessary -

into agricultural work rather than permitting large armies of unem-

ployed in the towns, * where people are accumulating at increasing

rates * often encouraged by improved transport systems designed to

prevent just such a movement in that they should be creating marketing

opportunities for producers in the rural areas.

(14) Balandier, G. p.43, 1955.

* This authoritarian direction of manpower is a common factor in

the current African situation and is likely to be firmly treated

in Zambia. The Prime Minister of Kenya in a speech quoted
in the Johannesburg ’’Star” on October 2nd, 1964, talked of

forcible repatriation to rural areas of urban unemployed.
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Political and Social Influences.

An analysis of the existing transportation network In Zambia

forces the conclusion that at least initially the country’s system should

consist of a number of branches from the main arteries: the railroad

and the major road systems* Subsequent overlap of regional functions

will join the ends of the branches and interconnect the regional or

development centers which at present may have little or no economic

need for contact* being at the same level of development.

Although this pattern may cause the dominant areas to make

their influence even more easily felt in the undeveloped rural areas, it

must be accepted that this sort of situation will continue despite any

other programs designed to divert wealth and people elsewhere. To

quote Balandier again: ”Migration which revolutionises the distribution

and the structure of the active working population, seems to be at once

a condition and a consequence of progress”.

The existing migration pattern is too well established to be

able to alter it substantially short of spectacular new development.

This will only occur if expansion other than agriculture takes place such

as the exploitation on a substantial scale of as yet unfound and profitable

natural resources. Agricultural development has not yet succeeded in

firing the imagination of the subsistence populations of this world, and

many well-intentioned projects have foundered where their function

merely transfers populations from subsistence farming to peasant

farming with the same disabilities and uncertainty - and on occasion

greatly increased debt.

The argument here is not to ignore the possibilities of develop*

meat or improvement in rural areas. Some action must be taken. But

it is certain that whatever is done can be only a holding action, a de*

celeration in the patterns of movement of both people and money.

(15) Ibid: p. 43.
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Policies designed forcibly to retain populations on the land can lead only

to tension unless major parallel programs continue in the rural and

urban areas.

It has been observed that an increase in wealth in Zambia’s

Northern Province as a result of injections from the central economic

heart i.e. Government and/or the copper mining area, results in short-

lived benefit. In a matter of weeks the money has returned to its source

areas because of the buying patterns of the population whose felt need is

for material comforts: bicycles, transistor radios, shirts, dark glasses

and so on - which come from the commercialised urban centers.

In a sense Zambia has a more complex problem than many other

developing nations* She is confronted with a general ’’underdeveloped'’

label but because of her relative wealth in selected fields has arrived at

a stage where she also has advancing and regressing regions * or

depressed areas, a problem more peculiar to advanced countries, but

in which political undertones are evident. The local regional pattern

tends also to be a broad tribal one, and political opposition to govern*

ment tends to be concentrated in the economically stronger Southern

Province. The dominant political party draws its greatest and almost

unanimous support from the Northern Provinces, economically poor ...

The non*economic implications are obvious. The Government already

has embarked upon a program of improvement in the North to the

extent of withdrawing funds for farming loans to African farmers in the

other regions of the country in order to concentrate its rural effort

in the areas most in need of improvement. In addition the author was

told that economic considerations would be put aside to meet human,

social and political needs as the Government sees them. ♦ Once again

This arose in a discussion with Mr. P. Lihusha, economist in the

Ministry of Agriculture whc r t an active African protagonist of

Government policies was convinced that government would con-

centrate great effort on regions requiring improvement regard-
less of purely economic factors.
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Balandier can be quoted when dealing with economic development, that:

•. • studies with an economic bias, when not marked by
excessive optimism regarding economic possibilities,
emphasise that the problem of underdevelopment is only
partially economic, which accounts for the interest of

investigations aiming at a more comprehensive under-

standing of the situation. (16)

An understanding, one might add, of the political dangers of ignoring

the most backward or least profitable areas of the economy as well as

of the country.

Whatever the outcome of the ’’political 1 ’
or “social” decisions

Government may make, the broader situation is one involving the

westernised more advanced economic sector and the indigenous lower*

baaed essentially labor-intensive sector. This dualist system must be

encouraged in order to be able to absorb the growing labor force,

although if economic progress is steady this situation will slowly change

Higgins however warns that a concentration on industry will not

necessarily improve the employment position in rural occupations. It

will merely permit a more rapid population increase because of higher

per capita incomes. If the bulk of products go to export industries, or

for consumption by the “western” market locally then ”... most of the

increase in population must find employment in agriculture or remain

unemployed’ ’.♦

In an entirely different context, that of the role of the Trades

Unions in African Society, Hapgood comments: “. .. not wage increases

but an improvement in the rural economy to halt the exodus to the city,
(17)

is ... the most pressing need of the urban wage-earner”. '

(16) Ibid. p.41.

* This quote is from a review by Higgins of a book dealing with

East Indian conditions, the review, titled “The Dualistic

Theory of Underdeveloped Areas” stresses the need to permit
labor-intensive village manufactures to continue even though
a concurrent program of other industries is fostered.

(17) Hapgood, David; p. 6. 1962.
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Further he states: “Clearly higher income and year round work in the

country would have an immediate effect on the wage earner”.

From write to writer and from meeting to meeting the plea is J

the same. Improve rural conditions and agricultural output in order to

meet growing population needs before pressing forward with prestige

items • Government buildings, celebrations, expenditures, airports,

steel projects, dams and hydro-electric schemes * which may not

bring real returns for a considerable time to the people, but will

merely endow the new order with apparent if superficial success.

COMMUNICATIONS.

The first consideration after assessment of potentials in terms

of natural resources must be inevitably the communications network:

bloodstream of growth. Adequate communications will bring potential

to a point where it can become reality.

’ The general transport situation has some good features. A

railway runs like a spine up the centre of the country, and

there is a good primary network of all-weather roads

supplemented by a fairly extensive secondary road system.
An airways network links the more remote towns to Lusaka

and the Copperbelt. ” (18)

However, many country districts are poorly served. There is

difficulty in the rainy season on many roads and feeder roads are in*

adequate.

Roads.

Since 1961 the Zambia Roads Department has taken fifty •point

traffic counts throughout the country. The points were randomly

selected and over a period of time will enable planners to assess traffic

patterns over the whole surface of the territory.

During 1964 the International Bank undertook a study of transport

(18) UN/ECA/FAO. Op. cit. p.US, 1964.
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needs and for this 1200 points, including the 50 random points were set

up and traffic counts were taken. Although the results of the survey are

not yet available, access was given to the traffic count records and pre-

liminary maps of traffic density.

is insufficient data so far available to enable trends to be

clearly seen, and a great many of the point volumes are suspect due to

inadequate observation. Further, it will be necessary when sufficient

is known to apply seasonal factors to the results, since the rainy

season and harvest periods affect traffic movement considerably

especially on the great lengths of rural gravel roads.

Map 6 is a simplified adaptation of the first traffic density

map prepared by the Roads Department from the 1964 traffic count.

A study of the actual figures shows (where they are available between

the 1961 and 1964 counts) that traffic volumes do not illustrate trends

which can be easily discerned except in the growing volumes in and

around the major towns and their connecting arteries. There is little

change on other roads.

What is highlighted by the map is the vast area of the country

where there is virtually no traffic at all. A large proportion of the

rural roads carry less than 10 vehicles per day.

The great majority of inter •town traffic is between the Copperbelt

towns and to a lesser extent from the Copperbelt to Broken Hill and

Lusaka, to a point about 10 miles south of Lusaka. Thereafter the

traffic densities to Kafue and beyond Kafue on the two roads in the

direction of Salisbury and Livingstone are fairly consistent. Only with

substantial development beyond the major use areas will this pattern

be altered in any way.

New roads are not contemplated as a matter of policy. The

program will be largely one of improving existing facilities and

presumably making populated and developing areas more accessible
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to the main road system. A considerable advance has been made on

road improvement both as to surfacing and straightening in the past

seven years.

Proposals for new roads come from agricultural, mining,

manufacturing or administrative authorities and depend on development

need. Planning does not appear to call for the location of new roads but

the department is always in a position to comment on any proposals put

forward for such projects by studying the economic need for the road

in relation to anticipated output from the area to be served.

Probably the most critical factor in development is transport,

its efficiency or otherwise. Efficient transport presupposes economic

facilities and easy access to points of demand. In Zambia where all

the major towns and manufacturing areas are served by a railroad

system, it is the rural areas which require special attention. If farm

output is to be increased by various means and cash crops are to improve

the conditions of peasant subsistence producers, facilities must exist

for easy access to markets and to export. By and large the rural areas

are not well served although local waterways are in operation and an

extensive network of roads has been developed.

There is clearly a relationship between output and transport

costs* for long hauls to markets can make otherwise promising areas

economically unsuitable for cash crop production. In an attempt to

determine how these transport costs spread themselves across the

territory from the market areas, Map No. 7 has been prepared.

The ’’transport cost isobars” have been evolved from tables showing

commercial charges for transport over the major roads of Zambia. *

The tables are extensive, covering distances from 10 to 1000 miles

I owe thanks to Mr. Hammond-Tooke, who crystallised in my
mind what was at the time only a visual idea of a traffic cost

pattern related to geographic area.
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and loads from 1 to 22 tons and over for three categories of goods over

two categories of roads. Certain additional charges are made where

commercial traffic crosses the Congo pedicle or makes use of pontoons

or ferries. *

So many possible permutations arise from the various factors

outlined that, in order to present a reasonably clear picture typical

sets of conditions were selected. I.e. a 15 ton load was used, one

10 ton truck and 5 ton trailer; two starting points were selected, Ndola

and Lusaka, as distributing centers for their local markets, and only one

category of goods has been applied, namely that with the cheapest rate

laid down, although where appropriate the rate has been varied for the

two road categories. Obviously the assumptions lead to fairly arbitrary

indications but similar methods could be applied to the map over any given

road from any selected point.

The isobars are extended from a standard mileage map. and are

measured only on those roads where the commercial transport firm

operates. A general interpolation has been made for other roads. It

is assumed fox the purpose of completing the isobars that carrying

goods to the main transport routes on minor roads from the rural

areas either side of them would be relatively more expensive per ton

carried and the isobars therefore tend to run parallel to the transport

systems at a fairly arbitrary distance from them. The existence of

branch roads and topography naturally affects such an assumption.

The isobars take account of this situation. As drawn they are felt

to be a reasonable generalisation.

A significant possibility in using the map is to combine it with

others showing areas of high potential production or of farming types.

It has not been possible to obtain figures of gross margins to be

Source: The Road Traffic Commissioner, Lusaka. Central

African Road Services tabulations of charges for commercial

operations.
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expected from the various types of farming but if this could be done a

correlation of land capability classification, cost of treatment of land

for optimum results, and transport costs of the produce could be pre-

pared. The areas most likely to result in the highest economic returns

could then be pinpointed for development.

The road transport system will take on considerably increased

significance if the massive rural development program proposed gets

under way as rapidly as is hoped. The road system (with suppiemen*

tary increase in the traffic on local waterways) will carry all the increased

production and the road improvement program will play an indispensable

and critical part in national economic expansion.

Railroads.

No attempt at all has been made to analyse railroad traffic,

since only one line exists and that follows the line of the major road

between Livingstone and the Copperbelt. All statistics of imports and

exports between 1954 and December 1963 are shown for the former

Federation. Xt is impossible to obtain figures of true exports from

Zambia only.

There are only two outlets from the country, one through the

Congo to the West Coast port of Lobito in Angola, and the other from

Livingstone south and east to South African ports or Beira in Mocam*

bi quo. The bulk of traffic serves mining and associated activities and

the agricultural areas which parallel the line. Political events on the

Continent have been such that any statistical assessment of present

cargoes would not give a real picture of the economic situation and

none therefore has been made.

A private narrow-gauge line from Livingstone to the sawmills

depot via Mulobesi to Kataba is operated by the Zambesi Sawmills

enterprise. This is used to carry local passenger traffic, besides

serving the timber industry in the region. Government has stated that
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assistance might be given to the operating company to improve its

passenger-carrying facilities.

The Government has under active consideration the extension

of a new railroad from the line at Broken Hill to Tanzania (Tanganyika/

Zanzibar). The economic implications have been studied and reported

uponJ The political reasons for this link are obvious. The newly

independent Zambia hopes to cut off its dependency upon the European*

controlled territories to the south. The survey indicates, however,

that the link is not an economic proposition at this stage. The

UN/ECA/FAO mission had similar reservations.

The International Bank Mission has pointed out that the existing

railroad serving import/export and overseas needs is adequate for

another 10 to 20 years. A new line could not provide a cheaper service

to the ocean and would cost about $135, 000, 000 (£4Bm. ) as against a

road improvement program to provide greater facility and flexibility

of $22,500, 000 (£Bm).

The Mission further stresses the type of traffic likely to be

carried, the small likelihood of international trade between Tanzania

and Zambia in the near future, and the possibility of long term

development and mineral extraction which could find the railroad

located in the wrong position or not being economically used.

The Mission finally suggested that an overall road program

would prove to be preferable to a new railroad, especially between

the more promising areas of the Northern Province and between the

existing towns and roads.

It would seem therefore that Government would be better advised

to act on this recommendation. Any future rail link will justify itself

with time and with increasing production between the Tanzania border

and the existing railroad.

(19) Ministry of Transport and Works. 1964
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Another service railroad has been urged from Kitwe running

westward towards a point south of Solweai to serve a large •scale

forestry scheme which the mining companies wish to program to supply

timber to the mines. This line will meet physical difficulties and in

any case has not been approved by the International Bank Transport

Mission. The FAO team studying the Kafue Basin has indicated that

a railroad serving the area it is studying may prove useful in consolidat-

ing the functions within the basin. This has not as yet been firmly

proposed and its value will be apparent only when the FAO team con-

ducting the survey has been able to prepare its report, which will be

some time hence.

At one time there was strong support for a western rail link

from Broken Hill or Lusaka through Barotseland to the Angola coast.

The Portuguese had already constructed portion of the line inland.

Subsequently it was proposed that the link be made at Livingstone, a

decision which would have reduced the cost considerably. The great

problem here was that the technical difficulties seemed insurmountable.

The whole western region of Zambia is geologically difficult. Kalahari

sands overlie Barotseland to great depths and seasonal flooding would

have compounded the problems of stability of the railroad.

More recently political events have caused the idea to be

abandoned, but there is no denying that the link would bring Europe several

thousand miles closer besides reducing the international complications of

moving traffic through more than one ’'foreign” neighbor as is the case at

present*

From Rhodesia in the south the railroad reaches a point about

a hundred miles from the Zambesi but the escarpment country is so

broken that no link has ever been taken further than the survey stage.

Although the plan had been to link into the Zambia railroad at a point

near Kafue the topography suggests that any future such development
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might have to be located close to the Mocambique border near Feira. It

was said that not even roads could be made through the escarpment

regions to serve the Kariba Dam construction project, until it was

decided to use the elephant paths made by herds of elephant wending

their way up the slopes from the Valley each rainy season. This project

has also been abandoned, at least temporarily, due to political events.

In all probability both these railroads would prove as uneconomic

as the one currently under discussion to Tanzania, but the western link

could prove to be favorable to Zambia in so far as present economic

orientation is concerned. The general routes of the railroads outlined

here are indicated on Map No. 10.

Other than the provision of a staff training center at Broken Hill

and improvement of curvatures and relaying of some track to take heavier

traffic, the railroad corporation itself has no plans for the provision of

new lines. As an indication of the scale of its activates, the 1963/64

operations of the Rhodesia Railways Corporation are set out broadly in

Tble VI.

Source: Financial Mail, Lusaka, October, 1964.

GOODS AND PASSENGERS CARRIED ON RAIDROADS IN ZAMBIA

“DURING YEAR EtaDfcb 30th JFtiNE,

Passengers 1, 061 5 000 persons

Livestock 59. 000 head

Coke & Coal 1» 396, 650 tons

Valuable Minerals 2.293, 900 tons

General Goods 1, 319,400 tons * of which:

Maine & Maisemeal

Cement

Petrol, OH, Lubricants

184, 200 tons

118,600 tons

146, 300 tons

TABLE VI.
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Aviation.

Zambia has a relatively good cover as far as air transport is

concerned. Limited freight is carried and Livingstone Lusaka, and

Ndola are on international flight schedules. These are the three major

airports in Zambia. Aerodromes sufficiently developed to handle Dakota

aircraft are located at Fort Roseberry, Kasama and Abercorn, Kitwe,

Broken Hill, Fort Jameson and Mongu.

Airstrips for light craft are located at every district headquarters

and there are several additional strips available or at present under

consideration. Map No. 6 illustrates the location of landing-points

which could be available in an immediate development program.

Large areas of the country are relatively poorly served with

roads and climatic conditions render a considerable area inaccessible

by road during and after the rainy season. Air transportation would

therefore appear to have considerable scope for expansion to improve

local communications for both passengers and freight. Part of any

transportation program must include for making airstrips sound in all

weathers and the eventual provision by private enterprise of feeder and

charter services within the country.

Government does, and has done for some time, operate its own

flight on a commercial basis to provide means of communication for

Government administrators to all districts, but air charter companies

exist too. There is no doubt that economic expansion will increase air

traffic, and growing numbers of visitors are making use of travel

facilities. They make trips by air to Game Parks and over the Victoria

Falls especially.

Surprisingly a comparison of annual passenger volumes and

freight loads does not indicate consistent increases in air transport

use except at the three major airports. (Diagrams D, E). Even these

increases are in some cases a recovery to pre-1957 levels rather than
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diagram D
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diagram E
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acUal increase..
<2°>

Freight carrying shows mo re consistency except at Ndola where

the Congo political situation has affected both putting down and uplifting

of cargoes.

The three secondary aerodromes in the Northern and Luapula

Provinces show a steady fall-off since 1961, the year in which the

Development Commissioner completed his program in these provinces,

and also the year in which the political climate was very tense. Both

factors probably affected the position. About this time the Government

embarked upon an economy drive, limiting funds on many development

programs in order to prevent an over-spending at a time when copper

prices were low and Government revenue consequently hard hit.

Fort Jameson and Mongu were less varied in so far as freight

was concerned and both show an improvement over the years in

passenger traffic, though this is not a steady year by year improvement

(Diagram E).

It must be stated too that the past 7 years have been politically

rather unstable as the change-over from an “official” to an elected

European, thence an elected African and finally a fully independent

African Government has taken place in Zambia, always under pressure.

Coupled with this has been the winding up or re-organisation of many

former Federal controlled services such as Agriculture and Education

in the European fields, the Railroad and Civil Aviation, and many public

works. It will be several years before statistics are able to reflect the

true pattern of growth without an artificially created political condition

being interposed. Other figures reflect the non-economic influences

within and on the borders of the country. Movements of military air*

craft, for example, and diminishing volumes of private mail being up*

lifted at the secondary aerodromes illustrate the conditions prevailing

(20) Civil Aviation,, Department of: 1964.
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at various times

Livingstone has become the headquarters for the Zambia Air

Force and a considerable increase (over 240% ) in military movements

has taken place there. Livingstone Airport, having been constructed

as a major field for the region, subsequently lost its position to

Salisbury. Bulawayo and Lusaka have also drawn the traffic until

Livingstone has been reduced to relatively minor stature commer*

daily. Its function is that of tourist center to the Victoria Falls,

Kafue National Park, Lake Kariba and the Wankie National Park in

Rhodesia.

It seems apparent that despite the somewhat disappointing

evidence air travel and freight haulage will increase substantially

in Zambia as the economic development plan Is crystallised and rural

projects are selected for attention. The speed and convenience of

flying will outweigh factors of cost, especially when seasonal rains

make overland movement difficult.

The present charter rate for air traffic is 33/ (2/4d) per mile

and up to 4 passengers can be carried at this rate in the light aircraft

used. Commercial flights approximate 9/ (7d) per mile per person

but the local "skybus” is considerably cheaper to Fort Jameson only.

Freightage charges are of the order of $ 140 (£5O) per ton over 300

miles.

As already observed the improvement of aerodromes to cater

for new types of aircraft is an essential to the overall transport

program, with airstrips being brought up to all weather standard

for at least small aircraft.

Water Systems.

Considerable local traffic takes place on all the navigable and

seasonably navigable water in Zambia. Originally the existing rivers
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and swamps served primarily the subsistence fishing needs of local

communities but the ’’export* 1 fish trade from the Kafue River and the

swamp areas of the country have expanded substantially. Water trans-

port of fish and other goods and also of passengers takes place in many

areas, the most significant being the Kafue River, Lake Bangweulu and

its swamp, the Barotse Plains and the Lukanga and Mweru swamps.

Transport on the northern lakes has been well established for

some time and will expand with increasing development. Kariba Dake,

relatively new, is increasing rapidly in importance. It is re-establish*

ing the Zambezi River as an important artery serving both Zambia and

Rhodesia.

There seems little doubt that water transport systems have a

place in the overall economy of the country, especially in combination

with irrigation and hydro-electric undertakings. The rivers will not be

an adjunct to national development but an intrinsic part of it, since over

large areas the economy is dependent on the waters as fishing grounds.

Extensive channels exist in the swamp areas for both access

and drainage. This Is especially so in Barotseland and the Bangweulu

swamps. A program of the Water Affairs Department is in hand to

(21)
rehabilitate old channel systems and extend others. Canals have

been suggested and other water projects have been studied. The upper

stretches of the Zambesi near Sioma have been the subject of a canal

investigation, and recently a large stretch of the Kafue River was

*
(22)

reported on.'

The major problem lies in the small quantity of flow at the end

of the dry season. Most waterways are seasonal for this reason and

can be relied upon for only about half the year. If larger boats are

proposed on a commercial basis this economic disability will be

(21) Ministry of Natural Resources, Department of Water Affairs. 1963

(22) Industrial Development Corporation. 1964.
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overriding. Technically the water transport “season” could be extended

in some areas by deepening existing channels, but major works would

be required on say the Kafue river to sustain levels or remove low*

water barriers.

The n Kafue Basin Survey*1 being carried out by an FAO team,

in investigating irrigation and hydro-electric projects has tentatively

indicated that a canal surrounding the ’’flats 51 could carry considerable

barge traffic down stream at a fall of only 25* over 200 miles, without

expensive locks. The canal would terminate at the town of Kafue

where the country closes in towards the Kafue Gorge, site for a future

hydro-electric project. This project is described in Section V.

Whether this survey suggestion comes to fruition depends on

rates of economic expansion and on capital available. It is unlikely

in the next 20 years that the idea will be economically justifiable but

it may prove significant in determining the direction of development

in the meantime.

One problem with which water transport will have to deal is

the economic charge to be made for freighting goods. At present the

charge over short hauls on the Kafue River is a flat rate of 6/ (sd)
(23)

per mile for 150 lbs.' 1 This is almost twice the charge made by

road over a similar distance at the highest rates charged, i.e. for

small parcels (150 lbs used) on light duty roads.*

Obviously the comparison in specific terms is not valid since

the boat is gaining access to points inaccessible to vehicles. In

general terms and especially where the economy is at a very low

level as it is in the swamp areas, water transport must be at

least competitive with road transport. The pressure for extending

Central African Road Services contract rates to Zambia Govern*

meat* (See footnote on page 35.)
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canals in the United States arises from the obvious economies of such

systems, especially for heavy or large bulk items and unless

commercial advantages exist the water systems may never be able

to expand in the face of growing road systems offering cheaper rates.

The high rates at present are due to limited scope and the use

of small craft. In the future, provided positive action is taken at an

early stage to assess the manner in which the systems can supplement

each other* there is a strong case for the expansion of water transport

networks along main rivers and interconnecting swamp and lake

systems.

General.

In a situation such as exists in Zambia it will be important to

ensure that transport systems do not compete. The provision of a

railroad parallel to a road system would be wasteful, as would a road

system designed to service the well-watered areas where water trans-

port could perform the internal access function. The road would meet

the water terminal and take over from it where it reached its limit of

economic operation.

The dependence of one system upon the other leads to further

considerations of size and dimensions of transport units so that handling

from say water to road to rail can be facilitated. Standardisation of

dimensions is an essential to economy. It is important that basic

standards be adopted on which road truck bodies, boat hulls and rail*

road trucks can be based. Thereafter the adoption of a container

system such that the major dimensions are multiples of container

sizes will lead to efficient stacking and efficient handling with

maximum use made of the space available.

Infrastructure.

The UN/ECA/FAO report summarises the position in Zambia

thus:
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”... the three social elements of th® infrastructure -health

services, housing and water supplies, are far from adequately
developed ... the major economic elements of the infra*

structure, transport and energy, are rather more developed
than those in many countries in Africa. ” (24)

A brief comment on the ’’social elements” of the infrastructure

is made here:

Health. Common diseases are far from being brought under

control. Malaria, trypanosomiaisis and bilharsia are prevalent. The

latter two are thought to be increasing, and the problems of poverty,

malnutrition and tuberculosis are growing in significance. There is a

critical Africa-wide shortage of doctors and other medical staff and

finding these services will be the country’s greatest problem. Next

need is for more hospital accommodation, especially in the rural areas.

More than two thirds of the country’s doctors are based in the urban

areas to serve only one fifth of the population.

Housing. Housing is of a high standard and very economical in

cost, but overall requirements are large and old houses are considered

substandard due to the rapid improvement in general economic and social

standards. It is felt that some $lO9, 000 000 (£39» 000, 000) is required

to provide for 45, 000 new houses and to improve existing urban and

rural housing by 1970. In addition the system whereby employers are

required to pay house rents for employees, adequate perhaps in the

early days of expansion,must be replaced by a fully economic attitude

to houses and house rents. This implies wage increasesto cover at

least house rentals.

Water. Water resources are under constant study, and records

of all boreholes are kept by the Department of Water Affairs. The

Department conducts widespread surveys and investigations of water

needs. The UN/ECA/FAO Mission feels that considerable improve*

ment in rural water supplies is necessary. Some $8,400, 000.

(24) UN/ECA/FAO Op.cit. P.121. 1964.
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(£3, 000, 000) is required to construct between 8, 000 and 11, 000 wells

and boreholes by 1970.

In addition work is needed on river channels and drainage

schemes for swamps, especially rehabilitation of the canals in Barotse*

land. Work is to be done in locating boreholes in Southern Barotseland

to enable year-round cattle operations.* At present, despite adequate

rainfall, many areas quite close to perennial rivers suffer severe

water shortages during the long dry season from April to October, and

especially towards its end, when temperatures also rise substantially.

A close study of swamp hydrology and experiments on the effect of

draining of dambos (seasonally water logged virtually treeless plains

between forest areas) are recommended.

Energy. Apart from the Republic of South Africa, Zambia is

Africa’s largest consumer of power per capita. This is largely due to

mining activities, which, with the railroad system also consumes almost

the total imports of coal. About half the total power consumed is derived

from coal and one third from electricity. The remainder is largely from

petroleum products and wood.

All coal and petroleum products are imported and 95% of elec-

tricity Is imported if purely topographical boundaries are considered.

87% of electricity comes from the southern bank of the Zambesi where

the turbines of the Kariba project are situated. Kariba is, however,

a jointly owned undertaking and its source of supply is a political

rather than economic discussion point. Other electricity is imported

from Katanga. Internal production is from thermal diesel and hydro*

electric projects serving most towns of any sise. Many of these

plants have large unused capacity. The hydro-electric potential

while not fully investigated, is said to be considerable, especially

The Hydrologist of the Department of Water Affairs confirmed

that most ground water resources were concentrated in the

better farming regions. The northern area of the country had

abundant surfcice water. The southern areas are subject to

seasonal drought.
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for servicing local development areas. In the sparsely developed rural

areas with isolated settlements, a system of local hydro schemes will

prove more advantageous than the expansion of networks from two or

three major generating units.

The Gopperbelt and Kariba networks are interconnected, and

many towns such as Lusaka and Broken Hill draw from this grid. Their

own production from older installations is considerably reduced since

the Kariba system came into operation.

The UN/ECA/FAO Mission observes that the need is to secure

firm sources of supply within the country and not to have to rely on

outside supplies. Work on Zambia’s own generators on the north bank

of the Zambesi is at present in progress, although the capacity of

Kariba *s southern bank output is not yet taken up. Actual consumption

has run behind the projections made at the time Kariba was being planned

The project for a dam in the Kafue Gorge is still under study and is being

incorporated in the Kafue Basin Survey of the FAO.

The Mission anticipates a ..-75% increase in the use of electric

power between the actual consumption of 2431 million Kwh in 1962 and

projected 4265 million Kwh in 1970. This projection assumes elec*

trification of the railroad from Kitwe to Kafue and presupposes a large

increase in domestic use and street lighting.

Use of coal has fallen off considerably for power stations since

Kariba became operative. With uranium being produced from copper*

mining operations, there may well be further changes in the patterns

of power generation in the next decade. Diagram F shows graphically

the anticipated demand assuming a steady rise in use in all sectors

and certain additional functions such as partial electrification of the

existing railroad system. Map No. 10 indicates places of current

major supply and possible future generation of electric power. This

map could be influential in guiding certain industrial location

possibilities.
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diagram F
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II. THE INDUSTRIAL PICTURE.

THE COPPERBELT.

The Copperbelt was the subject of a comprehensive regional study

in 1958/59. At that time certain population and industrial projections

were made. However the Special Commissioner appointed to supervise

the surveys was unable to give any firm predictions and qualified his

projections with: °... forecasts of future populations .. ♦ had better

(25)
be regarded as of little more value than an idea in somebody’s mind. **' '

He concludes his assessment with:

These speculations are however, so ill-based that the reader

is asked to remember that the Copperbelt *s population in

1980 might indeed be only very little larger than it is at

the present day* (26)

As has been mentioned the 1963 African population census dis*

closed actual populations greatly in excess of earlier estimates
(27)

throughout the territory.' ' The Special Commissioner had therefore

started out at a disadvantage and his projections are underestimated.

In fact the industrialised Copperbelt area displays typical demographic

features of the less developed areas of the world generally; urban

populations are rapidly increasing by both natural increase on an

expanding scale and influx into the towns from rural areas.

The Special Commissioner comments:

When it comes to considering the way in which the African

population might grow, the increase in skills and the de*

tribal!sation which would tend by itself towards slowing
down increases in numbers, will be certainly balanced

and perhaps outweighed by the future drift of population
inwards from-the rural areas. For a long time there is

likely to be a large floating population of Africans who

come from the subsistence-level tribal areas, to glean

(25) Special Commissioner, p. 16. 1960

(26) Ibid, p.20.

(27) Ministry of Finance, Op.cit. 1964
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The Nkana mine workings at Kitwe, central town of the Gopperbelt
where industrial expansion is taking place to serve both the mines

and a growing regional market.

Photograph ii
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some benefits from the Copperbelt advancement. (28)

An idea of the disparity between the estimates and the actual

census is given in Table VII below for the towns and districts of the

Copperbelt. The “district” is taken in order to make direct com-

parisons between the figures. It is an administrative area and may

have little relationship to actual population dispersion. There are some

persons tallied in the district who are not in fact town dwellers but these

will almost all be connected in some way with the nearby urban economy.

COMPARISON OF DE FACTO POPULATIONS

OF COPPERBELT DISTRICTS. MAY/JUNE, 1963,

AND ESTIMATED POPULATIONS OF THESE AREAS MADE IN 1959.

AFRICANS ONLY.

Fit e» «.*•£
De Facto Population Estimated at Estimated at

X?1® Hid

May/June 1963 1970 1980

Total Non-Urban Total Non-Urban Total Non-Urban

Bancroft 3X690 3920 30000 3000 46000 1500

Chingola 53840 3150 52000 6000 79000 2000

Chambeshi* * - 10000 1000 19000 3000

Kalulushi 20130 4350 14000 5000 16000

KitWS 109120 7550 85000 11000 119000 4000

Luanshya 69950 3790 58000 3000 78000 1000

Mufultra 73400 4090 72000 5000 98000 1000

Ndola** 81170 4370 86000 6000 102000 1000

Total: 439300 31220 407000 40000 557000 13500

♦ Projected new Mine and Township in 1959 but not established as at

the survey.First residential development began on-site July, 1964.

Ndola Rural District not taken into account. This is a separate
district distinct from the Ndola (urban) District and contains no

urban populations.

(28) Special Commissioner, Op. cit. P. 17. 1960.

TABLE VII.
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In every case except one the actual populations at June 1963 are

already in excess of the 1970 projections. In only one instance that of

Ndola * which is a town not based directly on mining or on an existing

mine • is the actual 1963 population smaller than the 1970 projection.*

In view of the figures quoted above the Special Commissioner

would doubtless withdraw his covering qualification that the Copperbelt

populations might increase very little by 1980. Yet the position in

mining employment is not showing upward trends for the predominantly

less skilled workers. From Table VHI it can be seen that in 1954

Mining and Quarrying occupations employed some 44,100 Africans

and 6, 840 Europeans. At the end of 1963 there were 40, 800 Africans

employed and 8, 230 Europeans, yet the output of copper, electrolytic

and blister combined, had risen from 424, 000 tons to 645, 000 tons

(29)
per year.' '

The ratio of tons of copper produced to men employed had

changed from 8.23 to lin 1954 to 13.1 to lin 1963. From the figures

available the salaries and wages paid as a ratio of tons produced was:

1956: $l6l. (£57.5) per ton.

1961: $128.5 (£45.9) per ton.

It has been pointed out that greater efficiency through rationalise*

tion could be achieved, leading to even fewer people being employed.

This is apparently why the mining companies have not carried out

such rationalisation. It is not possible to measure production

efficiency against value of copper produced since the copper price

varies and is tied to market supply rather than specific efficiencies.

It is evident however that despite reductions in total numbers of employees

and considerable rises in personal wages and salaries, the efficiency of

$ Ki do la was originally founded on the Bwana Mkubwa Mine, which no

longer operates.

Central Statistical Office. Monthly Digest of Statistics. Table 30.

September, 1964.
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the industry has greatly increased along with total output. The Special

Commissioner also points out that purely physical, factors, such as

richness and type of ore available can have a strong bearing on the

activity of each mine in producing the copper for sale*

This has significance in determining employment opportunities.

It will affect the labor market adversely in a developing region where

the majority of workers are unskilled or semi-skilled. Rationalisation,

mechanisation and automation, all factors which the investor is likely

to consider in gauging his profit potential, place a premium on the

skilled worker who is in any case in short supply and reduces oppor-

tunities to gain a living wage for the unskilled, whose wages will be

depressed because of a bigger reservoir of work seekers.

The differential in earning capacity between occupations such

as mining, which require skills, to other occupations will diverge

instead of converging, as a study of Diagram B indicates. This Dia-

gram plots average annual earnings against a time-scale for various

occupations for the whole Territory and tells its own story. This is,

however, a typical feature of underdeveloped regions and can be over-

come only when educational opportunities exist and the level of skills

increases - in this case skills especially in technical and specialist

occupations.

It is part of the dilemma of the developing areas that greater

industrial efficiency does not necessarily bring greater social benefit*

Capital intensive industries pay high wages to fewer skilled persons,

and in the local situation labor oriented systems would employ more

people at considerably lower levels of efficiency but with more far*

reaching dispersal of incomes * again at much lower levels* This

situation is not one to be resolved easily* If it is desired to limit

state interference or control and thereby to encourage the entrepreneur

large or small to invest and produce, then flexibility in choide of method

must be permitted. Higgins stresses that in any developing economy,
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even an advanced one, there is room for both capital intensive and

(30)
labor intensive systems.

9 The extent of application of these

systems depends on the type of industry and its scale. It would be

unrealistic to suggest that a massive undertaking like mining should

be labor oriented. The time factor in producing by this method alone

would make a nightmare of such a prospect, and since the basic

industry is copper mining and this industry provided directly about

65% of the nations 1 tax revenue in 1963, the overall national develop*

ment program would likewise be affected adversely if mining production

were to be slowed down. The costly Chinese Communist experiment in

labor intensive iron production can be quoted as an example of misplaced

policies regarding basic industry.

The prospect therefore is that this increasing efficiency will

continue, or at least will not regress, and a greatly increased labor

force specifically on the mines is not likely to occur, in addition the

producers periodically cut back on production to preserve a relatively

stable market price for copper and this policy is likely to continue.

Urban employment will therefore have to be found by work seekers in

secondary industries, commerce, government services, or domestic

employment in the towns. Diagram A illustrates that these oppor-

tunities are also slow in accumulating despite the general increase

in incomes which in some categories shows phenomenal improvement.

Central Statistical Office tabulations indicate that in fact at

the end of 1963 there were 6.2% fewer Africans employed throughout

Zambia than in 1954 although the total population had increased by 35% .

These figures obviously do not bear statistical comparison because of

this 35% increase nearly all will be under the age of 10. But the

significance of the economic implications is obvious ... there are

greater numbers of unproductive mouths to feed with fewer bread*

(30) Higgins, B. Pp.325*344. 1959. See also Hirschman, pp. 125*132

for a description of the parallel existence of capital* and labor*

intensive activities.
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winners. This situation is not quite as serious as it first appears, since

there are growing numbers of self-employed persons who do not appear in

employment statistics as recorded. There are also many African

employers, especially in the rural areas, whose employees do not

appear in current analyses but are becoming statistically significant.

It is expected that industrialists are likely to gravitate towards

Zambia’s "industrial complex" when establishing new industries for

several reasons:

(a) a relatively large local market exists for smaller

enterprises;

(b) labor Is likely to be easily obtained;

(c) there will be linkage functions with industries and services

already established;

(d) an infrastructure exists which can be used in developing

new industry with consequently less capital outlay.

There are other factors which are obvious when assessing the

requirements of specific industries, e«g. raw materials, transport to

extra-regional or extra-territorial markets, water requirements, and

so on. Some industries will therefore locate at other places but in

general the Copperbelt is regarded as the point of polarisation for

many products.

There will therefore be opportunities for gainful employment in

this region which with the chain effects of associated industry and

services and increasing constructional expansion should be able to

absorb a fair proportion of the labor force where the mines are not

doing so.

A disturbing fact which has been previously touched upon is v

that urbanisation rates are likely to be phenomenal. Zambia’s relative

wealth in Africa is not likely to ease this situation * in fact it may well

worsen it. The disparity between the “poor” rural and “rich” urban
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areas will be more pronounced. Other independent African countries have
(311

experienced massive urban increases in recent years.' ' Attempts were

made in the past to limit the drift to the towns but this was never very

successful * coercion was not considered desirable and persuasion does

not discourage a hungry subsistence farmer from trying his luck in any

case. African territories are confronted with squatter populations un-

housed and unemployed simply because the economy is unable to absorb

them sufficiently fast.

This does not only pose social and economic problems in the

sensitive African environment today. It also has the sparks of

political unrest, and governments are most anxious to resolve this

potentially explosive situation. The author has had this aspect put

to him by several Government officials, and in fact Government lias

described its 50, 000 unemployed youths in the towns as a target for

agitators and has embarked on a program of providing youth training

camps located In various areas to turn this labor pool into productive

units by organised educational and on-the-job training.

Too rapid urbanisation has a two-fold effect. It removes able

hands from the rural areas where every effort Is needed to improve the

general level of subsistence farming and it creates conditions of over-

crowding, unemployment and social stress in the urban centers. These

problems have been dealt with in the past as isolated ones with little, if

any co-ordinated programing. It is plain that much more comprehensive

work is needed in order to put each special factor into its correct pers-

pective. An overall economic plan or a “National Plan” is an essential

to filling in the parts. The United Nations survey conducted in Zambia

(32)
in 1964 urges such a policy,' ' and the author has himself previously

(33)
stressed this need. A central planning office is now established,

(31) Green, L.Pj Fair, T.J.D. Table I. p-17i1962.

(32) UN/ECA/FAO. Op.cit. Pp. 143-156 and especially for planning
organisation pp. 158*161.

(33) Coltman, P.O. "Technical Advance and Social Change". 1965,

(In press).
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but this appears to be a ’specialist’ office largely dealing with financial

programs and with the specific exclusion of physical planners.

Emphasis has been laid on the possible population of the Copper-

belt. The demographic position will constitute a primary element in

the ultimate pattern of expansion. Green and Fair in fact specifically

draw attention to the relationship between population density and economic

activity for Southern Africa generally, especially in relation to produc-

tion for the market and to urbanisation.

The population clusters experiencing the greatest rate of

urbanisation and incorporating the largest urban nodes are

coincidental with the economic islands in which mining,
manufacturing and tertiary economic activities have been

most fully developed or are rapidly expanding. (34)

The availability of labor, its housing and educational status •

is probably the critical ’’unknown” in the program * on the other hand

the physical character of the region is already established: natural

resource location, urban development, mining areas, water supplies,

transportation and broad land use. In general the regional structure

has not altered since the 1959 survey. As a result of the re-

appraisal of future populations, town expansion will probably take

place somewhat more rapidly in terms of gross numbers than was

anticipated. This will in turn affect land uses. There has been some

modification in regard to the extent of the copper ore bodies and of

transport routes within the region, otherwise the pattern recorded

in the 1959 report is applicable.

It is appropriate to quote the Special Commissioner once

more, first to observe the mining base and the figures for copper

production scheduled in his report and then to study the prospects for

the establishment of other industries.

(34) Green, L.P., Fair, T.J.D. Op.cit. P.24, 1962.
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COMPARISON OF 1959 REGIONAL SURVEY COPPER PRODUCTIONPROJECTIONS AND ACTUAL PRODUCTION RECORDED.Year Copperbelt Survey 1959 Digest of Statistics 1964Production Recorded Production Recorded1948 213,6151951 309,1411954 378,656 424,1001955 342,200 383,3001956 383,554 429,5001957 416,856 466,2001958 375,079 419,400Projections of Production Actual Production Recorded1959 * 513,7001960 550,000 624,6001961 - 625,6001962 610 000 603,0001963 • 645,0001964 - 718,1965 640, 0001970 690 000

* Projection from production for first five months of 1964.

It is recorded that the world use of copper increases by about

4% per year and the Copperbelt is known to have long-range reserves

of copper said to be exploitable for the next 70 years* (35) ’’The

(35) Special Commissioner, Op. cit. P. 7. 1960.

COMPARISON OF 1959 REGIONAL SURVEY COPPER PRODUCTION

PROJECTIONS AND ACTUAL PRODUCTION RECORDED.

Year Copperbelt Survey 1959 Digest of Statistics 1964

Production Recorded Production Recorded

1948 213,615
1951 309,141

1954 378, 656 424, 100

1955 342, 200 383,300

1956 383,554 429,500

1957 416, 856 466,200
1958 375,079 419,400

Projections of Production Actual Production Recorded

1959 513,700
i960 550.. 000 624,600
1961 625,600

1962 610 000 603, 000

1963 ** 645,000

1964 718.200*
1965 640, 000

1970 690 000 *»

TABLE IX.
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published ore reserves of all the mines will keep them busy for

periods of twenty to thirty years ahead." This relates to reserves

so far proved. In addition: "More ore seems to be discovered each

year than is removed by mining. The area of land on the Copperbelt

potentially mineralised but still undrilled is enormous.”

Three new areas, Chambishi, Konkola, and Baluba, and two

other mines which formerly operated, namely Kanshanshi near Solwesi

and Bwana Mkubwa near Ndola, are immediate potentials. Ghambishi

is expected to commence commercial production late in 1964 and Kon-

kala is in a state where it could produce at short notice. Kanshanshi

is at a distance from the Copperbelt proper, its closest contact

being Chingola.

It can be assumed that barring a major change in the inter-

national copper market which might bring about a drop in copper

prices and consequent stockpiling of or cutback in production,

expansion of the order predicted in the Copperbelt Regional Survey

might prove too conservative. If anything, there will be increased

production and more rapid expansion of capital expenditure on mining

with its consequential influence on "satellite*' industries, services

provisions and construction expansion; all this could contribute to the

’’urban explosion” and influence demographic patterns in a far-reaching

way, although it is by no means sure that all the hands will find work.

In addition to stable copper prices, relatively stable socio-political

conditions must also be assumed.

There are, however, other factors which tend to suggest that

service industries will not necessarily expand rapidly. One of the

broad reasons for suggesting that industrial expansion other than

mining will not take place is the inaccessibility of the Copperbelt

for trade. The closest sea ports are Beira in Mocambique and

L-obito Bay in Angola. Both are in Portugucst territory. They are

both about 1,500 miles distant by rail, and access to Bo bi to is via
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the Congo and to Beira via Southern Rhodesia. The only other coastal

outlets are Laurence Marques, also 1, 500 miles distant, or 2, 000

miles away at Cape Town and Durban in the Republic of South Africa.

It can be seen why the Zambia Government is willing to press for a

rail link through Tanganyika, even though this would probably be

uneconomic. By this means reliance on possibly hostile neighbors

could be avoided, although the present fluidity of the political milieu

in Africa could also bring hostile or extortionate forces to the fore

in areas north and east of the country.

It is easy, however, to realise that contemplation of adverse 'v

political and transport possibilities can lead to too negative an approach.

The present position where, although Lobito is 3, 000 miles closer to

Europe, (the traditional orientation of trade, which may change with

changing political influences), yet the shipping rates are no lower

than from Beira, leads to a situation adverse to national economic

expansion. Also the railage rates through the Congo and Angola are

charged in each local area resulting in three separate jjayments. It

is not surprising therefore that the Special Commissioner observes:*

Negotiations may remove both these obstacles in time ...

It is thought that such an event would break the psychological
atmosphere of a siege economy, the sense of economic

claustrophobia, which besets this region. Copperbelt towns

would conceivably then indulge in a little more manufacturing.
J

Bearing in mind the manufacture associated with mining, many

of the products being of an : expendable 1 ' nature, the conclusions drawn

by the Special Commissioner are that metal fabricating and manufacture,

electrical maintenance, mill balls, rubber belting, protective clothing,

furnace bricks, timber, lime, cement and explosives can all profitably

be produced, established or expanded to meet mining requirements

alone. Other activities of a general nature could be furniture manu-

facture, canvas and rope production, service and repair of consumer

(36) Ibid.
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durables and motor vehicles and the production of building materials.

In addition the possibility of exploitation of local resources is

mentioned, such as lime, sulphuric acid, forest products, tannin,

honey and beeswax, timber and woodworking, wood distillation, hard-

wood pulp fibre and cellulose. Much of this is largely based on the

potential exploitation of the enormous areas of tree-covered flat

country in the region, but it is observed that time will have to create

a demand before these possibilities become actual projects and justify

exploitation.

The Special Commissioner concluded from his assessment of

local manufacture and industry not directly serving mining operations

that 100% increase can be expected ”within the coming generation”

i.e. up to say 1980. The internal market for “local industry” was

estimated at $2BO, 000, 000 (£lOO, 000, 000) per year by then, and the

recurrent spending on mining operations at a similar figure - as of

1958 this latter was running at $l6B, 000, 000 (£6O, 000, 000). Regard-

ing local industry, the estimates of employment were 139 firms with

a total of 757 Europeans and 4, 592 Africans as of 1958. A 100%

increase in output will not double these employment figures, especially

as rationalisation proceeds with increasing industrial efficiency.

A significant factor which could have a major influence on

industrial location and especially in the case of highly mechanised

or automated plant is the convenience of a high concentration of

specialist engineering, metallurgical and electrical skills on the

Copperbelt. This is merely mentioned in the Regional Survey as a

resource which cannot be evaluated. Largely these specialists are

Europeans and are commonly referred to today as ’’expatriates”,

regardless of their country of origin. This presupposes the eventual

displacement of the specialist by local or
’ indigenous” peoples and

it is not easy to predict how long the existing specialist skills will

remain. Wherever political circumstances take a further change,
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at least some move away. Replacements have up to now been available,

but pressure of skilled staff shortages is increasing. The replacement

is however dictated by educational opportunities for indigenous people

or the importation and circulation of specialists with similar skills

from other countries or continents in order not to leave a hiatus. The u

lack of trained indigenous personnel is one reason why the skilled

expatriate is very highly paid in relation to the local economy. This is

likely to be a continuing characteristic of the region.

This high concentration of skills, primarily fostered by the mines,

would obviously influence the choice of site for industrial plant in order

to have cover for supply of services and maintenance of equipment. Few

manufacturers would risk a '’decentralised” location where such technical

cover was not available, as is certainly the case in the extensive un-

developed hinterland.

The conclusion is that the existence of a complex such as the v

Copperbelt will inevitably polarise development towards that complex.

Attempts to bring about decentralisation (and the Government is at

present suggesting imposing a limitation on further industrial expansion

in favor of feeding other areas less endowed) will be fraught with

economic danger, especially where such re-location is unrelated to

available materials, resources, labor, markets and transport. In

Zambia, except for Lusaka, and to a lesser extent Broken Hill or

Livingstone, location of industry in any other area would be tantamount

to locating in a development vacuum. The policy of decentralisation is

(37)
nevertheless encouraged by various methods of incentive and rebate.

There are exceptions based on production needs. It is known z

that a sugar refinery is to be established in Mazabuka, in the country’s

cane-growing nucleus and a textile mill is projected for Kafue, because

of water and transport advantages. It will use the increasing local

cotton crop. Both these industries are dependent on raw materials

(37) Ministry of Commerce and Industry. 1964.
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quite unrelated to the Copperbelt region and are in fact centrally located

geographically to the existing major population settlements and trans*

portation network. (See Map Nos. 4 and 6).

It may well be that the Lusaka/Kafue/Mazabuka area, a 100

mile stretch agriculturally important, relatively densely populated

and with abundant water in the form of the Kafue river will or could

become industrially important. Consumer product manufacture and

service industries could cater largely to the internal population,

primarily because of the area’s geographic position in relation to

agricultural development potential and population concentrations.

In 1960 a report prepared by the Government Printer of the

(38)
former Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland v f tends to support this

conclusion reached independently by the author. It is stated that the

Lusaka/Kafue area is potentially the most suitable area in the (former)

Federation for the establishment of industries such as electro*

chemicals, fertiliser, explosives, acetelyne and perhaps plastics.

This assessment is qualified by the need to investigate the availability

of raw materials.

The author takes the view however that the bias may be more in

favor of the industrial processing of agricultural products: beef, maize,

groundnuts, sugar, cotton, etc, Even wheat may feature prominently

if irrigation possibilities on the Kafue Flats are developed. In any

case the raising of a national border in January 1964 between this

region and its major markets and most economical and convenient

transport routes may bring fiscal changes and other influences which

will militate against effective development of a highly technical region

relying largely on what have now become international markets, *

(38) Government Printer, Salisbury. P.70, 1960.
* On December 31st 1963 the Federation of the two Rhodesias and

Nyasaland came to an end. There has been a temporary agreement
regarding the monetary area but customs posts are established on

the Zambesi River and Zambia has recently imposed duties on

imports of Southern Rhodesian origin not previously applicable. A

changing fiscal policy is evident.
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Steel building frame assembly in Lusaka where secondary and

service activities are expanding rapidly to meet the stress of

growth as the capital city prepares for Government’s develop-
ment plans for agriculture and industry.

Photograph lii.
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Green and Fair in their study devote a section to the Copperbelt
(39)

as a major economic and industrial region.' They base their observa-

tions largely on the Copperbelt Regional Survey which has been quoted

already, and suggest that the Special Commissioner was optimistic in

his assessment of the growth of secondary industry. The authors feel

that the whole economic base will be mining and will remain that way

with the Salisbury/Bulawayo complex in Southern Rhodesia capturing

most of the industrial expansion. (The book was written before the end

of the Federation). It has been shown already that the population and

copper production projections at least were conservative and in any

case the ’’turning inward” as it were of the economy away from Southern

Rhodesia as the result of the independence of Zambia will make any

economic assumptions based on the old Federal region highly suspect.

Green and Fair point out that the Copperbelt’s "... regional

economy is so far immature, undiversified and vulnerable. It still

stands at mainly the extractive stage and the effects of a major

strike in 1958 showed up this vulnerability”. (P. 125) Further:

»,, there are thus good grounds for disputing Duff’s (the
Special Commissioner) conclusions that with the help of

an Industrial Loans Board and given rail and shipping cost

advantages through Lobito which do not yet exist - the

Copperbelt itself seems likely to start a cumulative

process of economic growth in ten years* time. Regional
analysis pointy to a different conclusion: the prospect of

substantial secondary development on the Copperbelt is

by no means as bright as this. It is an urban complex
founded almost wholly on mining, and there is little

likelihood of a substantial change in its economic base

in the near future. In fact, Lusaka, with a gross manu-

facturing output worth sl9* 88 million (£7.1 million) in

1958/59 as against $24.08 million (£8.6 million) for the

whole of the Copperbelt towns * is already establishing it-

self as the Northern Rhodesian Region’s most probable
manufacturing center. (P. 126-7)

(39) Green, L.P., Fair, T.J.D. Op.cit. P.20. 1962.

* The above figures exclude mining industries.
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Green and Fair further comment that the Copperbelt is undoubt-

edly the region’s economic center of gravity, but that Lusaka is also

industrially and administratively strong.

Both centers thus exercise significant nodal influence in

their particular spheres and the region (the line of rail

generally) gains in cohesion by the demands of the Copper-
belt for agricultural and dairy products, which have

immediate repercussions on the farmlands of the line

of rail to the south, (P. 109

The two apparently differing functional areas are in fact strongly inter-

dependent.

It is fairly obvious that there is a period of indecision and

statistical doubt at present. It will not be possible to assess the real

pattern of development until the new Government has had the opportunity

of stating its development and fiscal policies and seeing them put into

practise.

It can be reasonably inferred, however, that under the new

national arrangements there is potential for at least the projections v

of the Copperbelt Regional Survey to be achieved and perhaps surpassed.

It is also clear that forms of industrial development not allied with

mining may tend to gravitate towards those areas of the south which

show the greatest intensity of use and density of population.

Settlement has tended to agglomerate along the country’s southern

fringe in search of the better soils of these areas. Except for the fish*

ing populations in the Luapula and Bangweulu areas and the fairly even

spread of populations in the western area (Barotseland) rural popula-

tion densities elsewhere are relatively sparse and will probably remain

so if no resource development can be fostered as more dynamic

expansion takes place elsewhere. This has been the experience in

most countries of the western world and is exaggerated in developing
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(i) Mining will continue to expand and resources can zcarry this expansion for a considerable time.(ii) ’’Satellite 1 ’ or secondary industry will likewiseexpand although there is no means at present ofgauging its scale.(iii) Local service or tertiary industry will develop toserve primarily the working population. Herealso the future scale of such development can beonly conjecture.(iv) The general pattern and conclusions of the SpecialCommissioner’s report are still valid though somephysical revision of the plans has been made as aresult of further prospecting and transportationimprovements.(v) Copper production and population projection in thereport appear to be too low. There is already(June 1963) a larger population in the region thanthe number projected for 1970.(vi) Urban and industrial land set aside for expansionwill still be sufficient to meet the revised population

It is sufficient in concluding the brief examination of the

Copperbelt Region to summarise as follows: -

(i) Mining will continue to expand and resources can
z

carry this expansion for a considerable time.

(ii) ’’Satellite 1 ’ or secondary industry will likewise

expand although there is no means at present of

gauging its scale.

(iii) Local service or tertiary industry will develop to

serve primarily the working population. Here

also the future scale of such development can be

only conjecture.

(iv) The general pattern and conclusions of the Special

Commissioner’s report are still valid though some

physical revision of the plans has been made as a

result of further prospecting and transportation

improvements.

(v) Copper production and population projection in the

report appear to be too low. There is already

(June 1963) a larger population in the region than

the number projected for 1970.

(vi) Urban and industrial land set aside for expansion

will still be sufficient to meet the revised population

(40) Saville, John. 1957. For general description see also Moore,

Jane, “Cityward Migration, Swedish DataI '. University of

Chicago Press, Chicago 1938.
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and industrial projections. In any case land in the

region is not at a premium.

(vii) There will be a tendency for non-agricultural industry

to polarise on the Copperbelt because of the existing

infrastructure despite a desire to decentralise.

(viii) The creation of new national boundaries and formula-

tion of new policies may well see substantial develop-

ment proceeding on the Copperbelt in excess of pre-

dictions - and in other areas depending on decentrali-

sation plans which may be superimposed over the

existing economic trends.

(ix) A supplementary industrialised region with food

processing and service industry functions is forming

in the Masabuka/Kafue/Lusaka region. It may be well

to Study this complex now in relation to potentials of

population and production.

OTHER AREAS AND POTENTIALS.

The first need is to survey the existing industrial pattern of

Zambia in order to be aware of the background.

As mentioned, Lusaka appears to be a growing node for

industrial development. Steel fabricating, meat and dairy products,

cement, lime, bricks, bulk fuel and grain storage, mechanical milling

and motor assembly units are already well established, and brewing,

printing, clothing, tobacco, plastics, pottery, foodstuffs and mineral

water enterprises and service undertakings complete the picture.

Lusaka has the advantage of accommodating the Central V

Government machine and is geographically well located to the major

population and agriculturally developing areas. It is in fact located

on the crossroads of the territory. The city is the closest large town
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to the Kariba Dam and it plays some part as a market for fishing and

boat building, etc. to serve this new geographic feature.

Broken Hill can be classified almost as conveniently from the

point of view of access but although a fair range of secondary industry

is established its primary output is from the Broken Hill mine pro-

ducing lead, vanadium and zinc. Bottle casting is also contemplated

from promising sands north of the town. It is a convenient place to

locate manufactures to serve the local markets and is roughly

equidistant from the Copperbelt and the Kafue/Mazabuka area.

Livingstone is the center of the gigantic Zambesi Sawmills

undertaking, its hinterland being the Barotseland forests. Also

textiles, furniture, cane products, soft drinks and some building

materials are produced. Milling and brewing, clothing, printing,

boats and meat processing are currently provided for. There is a

substantial Railways yard. Livingstone was at one time the capital

of the old "North-Western Rhodesia", having displaced the small

settlement, Kalorno, 70 miles from Livingstone from that position in

1907. When the two regions, North-east and North-west were joined,

Livingstone remained the capital of "Northern Rhodesia", until 1932

when the capital was moved to the village of Lusaka for reasons of

geography and climate. The town remains however, the major tourist

town in Zambia, being only 7 miles from the famous spectacle of the

Victoria Falls. This position will give certain advantages to Livingstone

in the future when a tourist and holiday industry is properly developed,

coupled with the additional exploitation of local timber for tourist

mementoes. There is already a well established indigenous curio

industry of local products operating in the area - as well as in other

large towns in the territory.

Another established industry, based on several areas, is fishing.

The Zambesi and Kafue Rivers, Lake Kariba, Lake Bangweulu and its

associated swamps, Lake Mweru and Lake Tanganyika all have
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indigenous fishing populations, Tanganyika being the least exploited

and having the greatest apparent potential. Attempts some years ago

to organise the Lake Mweru and Luapula River fishermen into a

fisheries co-operative failed, it is said, due to suspicion at the time

(41)
of the White Government’s motives ,

but there is evidence that the

recently developed private enterprise on Lake Tanganyika and a

lesser one on Lake Mweru which has been longer established, have

been successful. The Belgians had for a long time operated fishing

vessels on these two lakes.

There will be growing justification for fishing as populations

expand and the need for traditional dried fish and frozen fish grows.

There will also be a case for establishing fish meal and fertilizer

plants at Lake Tanganyika or Lake Mweru to serve the local agricul-

tural communities, although the economic justification for such

ventures is questioned, the scale of the market not being sufficient to

sustain economic throughput. This opportunity provides the most

hopeful source of economic improvement other than agriculture in

the otherwise generally poor northern parts of the country.

The fishing areas of the Northern and Luapula Provinces are

some of the most heavily populated areas in the country and densities

have reached a stage where literal over-population has occurred.

Until recently these areas v/ere not considered problem points - this

designation was reserved for the unproductive expanses of the

provinces where profitable fishing was not possible and soils poor.

Because of the poor economic showing of the two northern provinces
(42)

despite the special development program of 1957-61, 7 Government

has once again decided to concentrate a major development effort in

the region. Agricultural loans to farmers under the current agricultural

program have been withdrawn from all other areas and are being

(41) Northern Rhodesia Government. 1962.

(42) Ibid.
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Tourist possibilities are considerable. The country abounds in recent

history as evidenced by the ruins of a Scottish Church built on the

Southern shore of Lake Tanganyika in the late 19th Century. This was

the first white settlement in the region but had to be abandoned because

of sleeping sickness. Ancient history can be found, too. This ruin is

only a few miles from the Kai am bo Falls where, as in many other

places, rich archaeological discoveries have been made.

Photograph iv.
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In addition to the famous tourist centers, the escarpments and rugged
country in some areas offer opportunities for their exploitation as

tourist spots. The Kundalila (Cooing Dove) Falls is one of many such

places that could afford special interest andatmosphere to tourist

travel.

Photograph v.
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channelled into selected areas in this ’’depressed” region.

(43)
It is interesting to record that Brelsford as long ago as 1946

proposed the establishment of a marketing co-operative, the opening

up of the Bangweulu fishing areas to private enterprise, the building up of

a fresh fish trade, and the establishment of fish meal, fertilizer and

fish oil industries. He was obviously far ahead of the economic and

market situation but his far-sightedness must be vindicated eventually,

especially as the industry in all its ramifications offers extensive

employment opportunities and high protein foods.

The Northern and Luapula Provinces have been the scene of

other enterprises such as manganese mining, lime-burning, brick

making, rubber production, afforestation and pyrethnum extraction.

Unfortunately the area is very remote from markets and local markets

are limited in size and economic capacity. Most of the activities have

passed into history and in any case should rightly be discussed under

rural and agricultural subject heads. It is sufficient to suggest that

wherever enterprising entrepreneurs move over the globe they attempt

to exploit the circumstances they find, combining these with the know*

ledge they bring to their new environment. The land is studded with

old mines started upon the same hopes and visions. In the long run,

however, the functional problems of capital, transport and market

determines the direction and scale of development.

There are several smaller towns which may have industrial

potential: Kafue, Choma, Mazabuka, Monze - all on the direct line

between Livingstone and Lusaka, and on the country’s farming belt

and line of rail, and Fort Jameson in a relatively wealthy agricultural

region of the Eastern Province. Fort Jameson, like Abercorn in the

Northern Province, is historically an area of limited white settlement,

but European land-holders have grown steadily fewer over the years;

(43) Brelsford, V.W. P.152. 1946
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in fact, Government arranged a compensation and land-substitution

plan for farmers to move - largely to the Ghoma-Mazabuka area -

when it was realised that European farming was dying out, primarily

because of the difficulties of accessibility to markets for large-scale

production. This was only one factor in a complex of causes which

included quality of production especially of tobacco, and the viability

of the farm units, coupled with the method of "share-cropping" used

for tenant labor. The author also heard accusations that the tobacco

marketing agents in Salisbury connived to place Fort Jameson produce

on the sales floors only when prices were low, in order to obtain the

higher prices for Southern Rhodesian producers.

The Eastern Province is showing both psychological and

physical advantages for an agricultural “take-off” by African farmers

and some processing industries might well develop there. Fort

Jameson is the gateway to the Luangwa Valley game reserves and is

a minor tourist center. It is also en route from Lusaka to the high-

land area of Nyika Plateau and to the Malawi (formerly Nyasaland)

holiday area of Lake Malawi and might gain from this position.

Choma is closest of all existing towns on the major transport

routes to the northern bank of Lake Kariba. The government planning

service took the precaution of setting aside a substantial heavy

industrial area in this town to meet this advantage. So far little has

developed other than workshops working mainly on building and metal

welding etc. African mining is being encouraged in this region,

producing semi-precious stones and tin. The African worker living

at low economic levels may make these ’‘one man" workings succeed

where Europeans have generally abandoned them. The tin workings

are another historical legacy of the earlier, if recent, days of

European settlement.

Kafue is a town which has basked in recent and earlier history.
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Until a few years ago a major transport company set up to carry cement

from the factory near Lusaka to the massive Kariba Dam project on the

Zambesi operated from Kafue. It was mentioned to the author that the

managing director of the company in assessing the desirability of

certain locales, and having ascertained that Kafue had houses for

his staff and convenience for transport asked of the local railroad

station master what amenities were available for employees, the

railways being the largest employer of labour in the area.

The station master, in a north England speech, replied,

"We have a pub, a club and two loose women”. In surprise and,

because he could find no immediate response, the managing director

asked, w Oh, are they married?” “Yes, but they don*t mind!”

One hopes this was not the only reason for Kariba Transport

establishing itself at Kafue! So much for industrial location surveys ..

It was also mentioned to the author by a prominent architect that the

attraction of Kitwe as an industrial center appeared to be the existence

of a couple of night clubs featuring strip shows, a factor considered

significant by visiting businessmen.

Kafue has easy access to, at present, limitless water, the

Kafue river being only half a mile from the town and there is a major

railway yard and staging point which really is the economic base

for the town. It is located 30 miles from Lusaka and 50 from Mazabuka

Before the Annual Agricultural Show was moved to Lusaka in 1947, it

was held in Kafue and the town had a considerable sphere of influence

until the balance shifted north and southwards. Kafue is about 1000 ft

lower in elevation than Lusaka and is consequently hotter. This may

have been a reason for the gradual regression of the town’s

importance. The town has always, however, had a large itinerant

fishing population dependent on the river but owing no civic or other

allegiance to the town. In recognition of this market a small fish

net and corkfloat factory has recently been opened in the town.
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There are further prospects for what constitutes a massive

development in the town, namely the moving in of a textile factory

which it is anticipated will take over the Kariba Transport Buildings

and have its needs for large quantities of untreated water met from

the Kafue. Such a prospect would bring a phenomenal change in the

local economy and the total population of the town would be doubled.

(The ultimate employment figure for the textile plant is put at 600

workers). Raw materials will come largely from a new and success-

ful crop, cotton, grown entirely in a ring of about 120 miles round

Kafue. A cotton ginnery came into production in Lusaka in June

1964. Had there been better co-ordination and in view of the ex-

pressed wish of the industrialist to locate at Kafue, it would seem

that a great deal of double loading and double travelling could have

been avoided by combining the ginnery and textile plant, especially

as the bulk of raw cotton passes through Kafue to be ginned and

must then be returned to Kafue for final processing. The Chairman

of the Natural Resources Board pointed out, however, that future

cotton producing areas would probably shift towards the north of

Lusaka and questions of transport to ginnery and thence to final

processing would not be so significant.

Mazabuka, a town which also has tended to stagnate, although

the surrounding areas are agriculturally wealthy, also faces the

exciting prospect of an agricultural processing plant within its orbit.

The Mazabuka area has become the nucleus of the country’s future

sugar bowl and a sugar refinery is proposed in the area. This could

revolutionise the economy of the town.

Mazabuka is also the nearest line of rail town to the Kafue

Pilot Polder, an experimental farm investigating the potential of

the Kafue Flats as the '’Bread Basket of Africa”. There are also

large cattle ranching establishments in the local agricultural economy

These observations and current prospects tend to re-inforce
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the suggestions made elsewhere tlxat the Mazabuka/Kafue/Lusaka

complex may well become the country’s future leading area for

development of many processing functions.

Opinions as to whether Lusaka is in fact really registering

permanent gains over the Copperbelt in secondary and tertiary

activities are not emphatic. It is in the first place impossible to

isolate works serving mining activities from those operating on a

comparable basis with Lusaka. In the second place development of new

enterprises is sporadic; growth cannot be assessed over short spans

of time.

A member of the staff of the Industrial Development Corpora-

tion confirmed that the majority of firms which had received assistance

or advice from the Corporation were locating in Lusaka. The Editor

of the Financial Mail, on the other hand, observed that rhe industries

locating or expanding on the Copperbelt were on a larger scale than

elsewhere and he doubted whether other towns could compete with

the advantages of the Copperbelt* or that even Lusaka was doing so*

despite relatively rapid growth there in the past few years.

Finally there are several places which could become profitable
(44)

extractive areas.' iron ore exists in large quantity west of Lusaka

and an early producing copper mine is located in the same area near

Mumbwa. A small abandoned gold mine was recently re-investigated

east of Lusaka, and a known copper deposit is very likely to be ex-

ploited in the same area. There are graphite and semi-precious

deposits in the escarpment areas between Fort Jameson and Lusaka

and possibly even more promising in the Zambesi escarpment country

between Mazabuka and Choma. Mica is being extracted in two areas

near Serenje and Lundazi. Both also produce beryl. Not far from

(44) UN/ECA/FAO. op. cit. Appendix B. pp. xiii - xvii. 1964.
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Livingstone areas of amethyst are also now being exploited.

Justification for mechanised extraction of the scattered deposits

is doubtful but the ’’peasant miner" could win a good living. The

possibility of the mining co-operative or individual miner operating
(45)

these scattered deposits has been reported on in recent publications.

The Senior Geologist of the Department of Geological Survey

was of the opinion that small mines operating on a co-operative basis

as is the case at present, were not an effective or profitable means of

exploitation.

In the tin area the operative has a relatively simple task since

the method used is gleaning by panning. Two depots exist for these

miners where the co-operative handles deliveries.

Mica winning is much more difficult because of the primitive

extraction and dumping of waste. The hand-working of deposits

contributes to waste because of the frailty of the mica itself. Some

blasting has been used in the two areas where mica is mined. It has

been urged that in order to increase efficiency while at the same time

reducing damage to the mica deposits the organisation be gradually

changed from a co-op system to a Government supervisory one with

small-workers guided by the expert staff available. Government need

not itself expect to receive profits from such a supervisory function.

The amethyst operation is, like tin, a fairly x-e warding one.

Alluvial gold in the Eastern Province is not yet exploited and is very

limited. At present no likelihood of working other minerals on a small*

worker basis appears promising.

Other minerals likely to be exploited shortly are gypsum in

the Mazabuka area on the Lochinvar Ranch, brick and clay products

near Kitwe and the copper east o£ Lusaka, which has been mentioned.

(45) Drysdall, A. R.; also Simpson, J.G., Drysdall, A. R.
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In addition Government is actively considering developing the

iron ore reserves of the Mumbwa area, west of Lusaka, where copper

is also in evidence. The economic justification for huge capital invest-

ment in steel plant has not yet arrived, despite pressures for such a

venture, but the prospects for a future link-up between such a steel

producing area and Lusaka has been reported onS^

Coal deposits known in the Southern Province are of poor

quality and would require special treatment to prove commercially

usable. Provided lines of communication remain open between Rhodesia

and Zambia the natural source of fuel supply for such a project as an

iron-works will be the Wankie fields south of Livingstone and on the

line of rail to the north. Ultimately power may come from Kariba or

the Kafue hydro-electric projects, the latter being a long-standing

proposal.

Large-scale copper exploitation will proceed west of the Copper-

belt where reserves are enormous. In addition the re-opening of the

Bwana Mkubwa and Kanshanshi mines may prove profitable if new

methods of extraction at present under trial are successful. Experi-

ments for the processing of refractory ores are proceeding.

Many minerals have been identified over most of the country,

but few appear to be payable in present circumstances. Manganese

operations failed in the Luapula province because of high transport

costs and low market prices. Other attempts have been made in

various areas but most have been abandoned because of the obvious

factors: transport costs, poor quality or sparseness of deposits,

and capital available.

Apart from the above possibilities minerals are exploited on

a substantial scale for building materials. Sand, stone and lime are

the major ones, and cement, lime and limewashes are produced from

(46) African Housing Board. 1953.
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them.

Map No. 10 sets out major extractive activities, prospective

areas for further development and small-scale operations. The map

illustrates geographically most of the exploitable known minerals.

Much of the contents of these notes is conjecture. No positive

projection of development dates could possibly be given but it is

necessary to note the known prospective areas of development in order

that physical planning can take note of their existence and provide for

their inclusion in the overall development planning program.



III. THE AGRICULTURAL PICTURE.

TRADITIONAL FARMING SYSTEMS.

The soils of Zambia show considerable diversity, as does the

vegetation. Historically the country has been settled by tribal peoples
(47)

of varying social and cultural attitudes. It is not surprising, there-

fore that these factors coupled with the physical obstructions to occupation

such as tsetse fly regions and swamps have led to a variety of agricultural

systems which more recently have had superimposed upon them or have

encountered in juxtaposition the western or
' European ' farm systems,

producing primarily for sale and not for consumption.

The Southern watershed, generally free of tsetse fly, has long

been cattle country, whereas in the north cattle have been virtually

unknown, even in areas free of fly s'. The northern subsistence farmer

has depended on a system of farming known as ’’chitemene” whereby

forest trees are lopped, their branches pulled into a large ring and

the whole burnt. The resultant ash-covered area serves for several

years on a crop rotation basis and eventually the village clears a new

area or moves on. The economic and social significance of the system
(48)

are documented by Kay in his study of a Luapula village. 7

Eminently suited to the type of country * leached soils and heavy

tree cover - the chitemene system has been used over vast areas of

Central Africa. The coming of colonisation and an end to inter-tribal

conflict and slave raiding, combined with the introduction of health

services has made the system outmoded, Normally the forest area

cut and burnt for the chitemene takes some 30 years to regenerate.

The increasing population has meant that the system is overworked in

areas recently burnt over and the return for labor lias become

increasingly meager. The northern areas of the country face today

(47) Trapnell, C.G. 1953. Also Trapnell C.G. and Clotheir, J.N. 1957.

(48) Kay, G. 1964.
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a compounded problem caused by the inherently poor soils on which to

base agricultural development, the obsolete nature of the traditional

agricultural system, group attitudes of the peoples occupying the

region and the rapidly increasing population densities.

CASH CROPS.

Workers in the fields of politics, religion, industry, agriculture

and the human sciences have remarked upon the apparent differences in

attitudes of the egalitarian southern tribes and the non-egalitarian

northern ones and the way in which tribal organisation results in

(49)
groups reacting differently to political, economic, or other influences.

The necessary movement from traditional to new forms of agriculture

and other activities will involve considerable change and ”... individuals

from some tribes have a greater adjustment to make than others, which

may well make their progress slower. ” (50) The relative adaptability

of the tribal groups will depend, at least in some measure, on their

internal social system. The southern tribes are less cohesive, often

appoint their own chiefs and generally have more personal indepen-

dence while the northern tribes are much more closely knit by power-

ful hereditary chiefs.

The above statements while open to considerable further

supplementing and criticism describe how the broad groups are seen

to behave - and this is no less so in the agricultural sphere. Perhaps

fortune smiled on the southern tribes in depositing them fortuitously

on the better soils and more healthy watershed of the territory or

perhaps their more forceful and independent manner finally brought

them to the most desirable areas. Which ever is the case, the

southern farmer (including the Eastern Province) has proved more

receptive to entrepreneurial opportunities and consequently cash crop

(49) Apthorpe, R.T. pp 149-159- 1958.

(50) Jones. A. D. pp 39-48. 1962.
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production in the south has far outstripped that in the north.

An indication of the relative backwardness of the northern areas

in rising above the subsistence level of agriculture can be shown by

comparing cash sales of crops from the various areas. While this

does not deal with many supplementary factors it does illustrate the

dominance of some areas over others within the national economy.

Table X outlines the position for the 1962/63 crop season. It

covers only sales of production and includes only African producers.

There are many qualifications to this tabulation, especially

relating to accuracy of the breakdown of details for districts and the

manner of collection of data and dispersal of the produce internally

or externally to the district of production. The figures however give

a fair reflection of the strength of each province in cash crop produc *

tion in major crops. Broadly the table more than adequately confirms

the present dominance of the line of rail (Central and Southern Provinces)

and Eastern province regions in cash farming.

No account is taken here of subsistence or barter activities which

cannot be recorded. The table represents only deliveries and sales to

official and private marketing agencies. While it is obvious that present

crop production is no real indication of potential, nor of likely growth

patterns, in the absence of any continuity statistics and knowing the

qualities of soils generally throughout the country, these figures

constitute the best measure of current and likely areas of advance *

especially as improvement in existing areas is more important and

generally more economical than the opening of new land. Generally

the Masabuka and Choma districts dominate the Southern Province,

while Fort Jameson district leads the Eastern Province and Mankoya

the Earotseland Protectorate. Ealovale is the most significant district

in the North Western Province. The location of these areas can be

seen in Map No. 3. The Northern and Luapula Provinces and Central

and Western Provinces have no specific nodes indicated due to paucity
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Tobacco production is showing large improvement amongst all cash

crop farmers both African and European. A steady market (but with a

threatened tendency to over-produce and reduce prices) lias encour-

aged rapid expansion.

Photograph vi.
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Maize (corn) is the staple crop for most of the country’s subsistence

and peasant farmers. Government guidance in the past has enabled

progressive farmers to improve output and quality as this picture
demonstrates.

Photograph vii*
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SALES
OF

AFRICAN
GROWN

CROPS
1954-63.

Major
crops
only
are

includ
e

d

.

-

Unit

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

T

obacco: Burley
T

urki
sh

lb lb

44,774 13,100

6,876
23,
200

6,

890 12,463

12,154 17,000

19,588 45,800

Maize

bags

658,
000

433,
000

850,
000

776,
000

36,

000

G

roundnuts
bags

59,177

53,164

66,631

93,191

49,029

C

otton

lb

76,000

76,500

34,480

8,

000

4,

457

Unit

1959

1960

1961

1962

1963

T

obacco: Burley Turki
sh

lb lb

29,647 58,381

66,080 217,
372

250,
280

194,
052

300,
134

252,
547

1,

092,
000

290,
000

Maize

bag
s

516,
000

737,
000

955,
000

906,
000

384,
000

G

roundnuts
bag
s

73,

090

115,
605

150,
000

198,
000

195,
000

C

otton

lb

negligible

-

47,000

241,
970

400,
000

Source:
Ministry
of

Agriculture,
Monthly

Economic
Bulletin,

October,
1964.

T

ABLE
XI.
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SALES
OF

EUROPEAN
GROWN

CROPS
1954-63.

M
a

j

o

r

c

r

ops

only
are

included
.

Unit

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

T

obacco: Virginia

lbs

7,

000

6,

300

12,293

14,470

—

Burley

lbs

49,000

148,
091

187,
026

189,
621

531,
000

T

urki
sh

lbs

23,882

126,
829

80,
886

68,614

40,
000

Maize

bags

757,
519

644,
371

926,
850

1,247,
491

660,
800

Groundnuts
bag
s

3,

858

2,

108

1,

320

976

460

C

otton

lbs

45,423

8,

195

32,195

27,503

5,

100

Unit

1959

I96
0

1961

1962

1963

T

obacco: Virginia
lbs

139,
000

225,
300

42,300

15,000

-

Burley

lbs

547,
200

570,
100

750,
700

1,326,
200

2,168,
700

T

urkish

lbs

91,700

237,
200

111,
800

18,800

16,

000

Maize

bags

1,119,
500

1,074,
800

1,427,
000

1,489,
700

945,
600

Groundnuts
bag
s

690

1,

300

2,

190

4,

020

5,

390

Cotton

lbs

17,
490

22,800

47,300

88,210

958,
500

TABLE
XII.
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of detailed figures.

A more generalised picture of the growth of sales in the main

crops is reflected in Table XI. The figures are for Gambia as a

whole.

At the same time European farmers were producing for sale

the crops presented in Table XII, the same crops constituting the

major production in both African and European farming.

Virtually the only production areas for this output were the line

of rail districts south of Broken Hill: i.e. Broken Hill Rural,

Lusaka, Choma, Masabuka and Kalomo.

PROJECTED CONSUMPTION.

A significant exercise carried out in the Ministry of Agriculture

has attempted to relate the projections of the UN/ECA/FAO Mission

(51)
with projections of demand for agricultural production. ' The

UK/ECA/FAO input/output matrices were used together with

other statistical data on European and African populations and budget

surveys.

Projections for the African Population are given in Table

XIII as indicative of the gross numbers likely by the year 1970.

(51) Hammond-Tooke, A. 1965.
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In broad terms, though there are qualifications, the monetary

sector is defined as the sector in which production takes place for

sale, while the subsistence sector is that where production takes

place for consumption. Barter is not excluded.

Central Statistical Office projection varies slightly from this at

4.230 million, being based on a less refined method.

AFRICAN POPULATION PROJECTIONS 1 1963-70,

INMILLIONS.

Year
Total African

Population
Monetary

Sector

Subsistence

Sector

1963 3.410 0.836 2.574

1964 3.512 0.886 2.626

1965 3.618 0.940 2.678

1966 3.726 0.995 2.731

1967 3.838 1.052 2.786

1968 3.953 1.111 2.842

1969 4.072 1. 173 2.899

1970 4.194* 1.236 2.957

Per Cent Change: 23
.i»i unwell mu. . -tnu-tew »■- w-ii «■ »*>*■->.■ ■ nr-«-imuii «■ «.»

47.9 14.9

TABLE XIII.
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Using the UN/ECA/FAO assumptions on rates of increase in

population, gross domestic product and per capita consumption in the

subsistence sector and deducting from the gross domestic product net

income paid abroad, rural household consumption and rural household

services, the percentage increase in gross national product of the

monetary sector between 1963-1970 is derived as 54. 5. Increase per

capita income is thus 4.4% per annum. (Thia assumes constant prices)

Projections in demand in commercial consumption of food are

then derived from rates of expenditure on food from budget surveys,

adjusting for population increase and applying an elasticity of demand

factor.

The final quantities, adding both African and European demand,

results in the following, set out as Table XIV.

The agricultural development program must be aimed at

providing for these large increases in consumption. Even should the

program meet many of the growng needs there will still be a sub-

stantial demand for imports of pork products, high-grade beef, wheat,

rice, butter, processed milks, out of season vegetables, and

deciduous fruits. Self-sufficiency can be expected in fish, sugar,

liquid milk, poultry, vegetable oils and fats, and in beef.

It has been recorded that amongst the African population

. demand for potatoes, tinned and other milk, margarine
and butter, poultry and eggs (in that order) are very high,
while the demand for wheaten products, sugar, tea, and

rice are above unity.**

This factor has been taken into account in arriving at the projections

recorded. Although maize (corn) in general and cassava and sorghum

in local areas will remain the staple food, there is no doubt that as

Central Statistical Office Urban African Budget Survey : Second

Report 1960. Quoted by Hammond-Tooke.
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PROJECTIONS OF DEMAND FOR FOODSTUFFS IN ZAMBIA 1970.

Commodity Unit
% Increase

1963-1970.

Apparent
Consumption

1963

Estimated

Consumption
1970

Maize tons 51 253, 200 382,300

Meat tons 37 16, 550 22,670

Fish - Dried tons 50 9,500 14, 250

- Fresh tons 50 3,600 5,400

Wheat products

(grain equivalent)
tons 44 28,000 40, 300

Sugar (refined basis) tons 43 15,800 22,700

Liquid milk gals 16 3, 372, 000 3,911,500

Tinned & other milk tons 46 1,610 2,350

Cooking oils gals 49 850, 000 1,266,500

Margarine & Butter tons 14 1,780 2, 030

Tea tons 34 390 520

Rice tons 43 1,500 2, 130

Sausages & Bacon tons 14 1,240 1,410

Poultry tons 10 580 640

Eggs doz* 11 2,000, 000 2,220, 000

Tinned meat & fish tons 35 1, 130 1,530

Tomatoes tons 11 2, 200 2, 440

Potatoes tons 18 6, 900 9, 140

Onions tons 25 1,500 1,870

Vegetables tons 30 7,000 9, 100

Fruit tons 48 8, 500 12,580

Source: Hammond-Tooke, A.

TABLE XIV.
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incomes improve consumption will shift to wheat and other grains, with

increasing use of meats, poultry, oils and fats. Agricultural exports

are expected to increase by 66%, these comprising mainly tobacco,

groundnuts, cotton and livestock.

A significant by-product of this calculation is that projected

increase in per capita incomes is only 4.4% per annum at constant

prices. Since there will inevitably be increases in prices - some of

which have become evident already since the new government took

office in January 1964, incomes will barely keep pace with population

increase despite optimistic economic projections to work from.

There is no doubt that the bulk of products will derive from the

areas already producing cash crops - both plant products and livestock.

The large increases foreseen in consumption over even these short-

term projections will make it imperative that production improvements

be commenced at once. Quick action can be taken only where good land

and experienced manpower is available. Improvement on a large scale

cannot be expected from areas which may require several years of

preliminary work to foster production on the scale necessary to meet

requirements.

NUN-ECONOMIC FACTORS.

The need to concentrate on the more promising areas is stressed v

in many publications especially !i the strong economic argument* that it

is necessary to direct attention to the areas with the highest potential.

It is in those areas that success will be achieved more quickly,

will be lasting and self-sustaining and will contribute most to the

prosperity of the pdople. **

Peters in his sympathetic study of the deterioration of traditional

agricultural conditions remarks on the need to concentrate development

on the areas already populated and used

(52) Rural Economic Development Working Party- p. 10. 1961.
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. . . for a long time to come, marked improvement in African

agriculture can only be expected where rural population
densities are high ... It is in this region (the most densely
populated areas of the Barotse Plain) and in areas bordering
it, that over -cultivation of the bush is most marked and here

consequently the need for agricultural change is most

urgent. (53)

Peters further stresses that increasing populations create a

situation of decreasing land per capita. With indigenous agricultural

systems sustaining limited populations a change in the systems is

inevitable and increasing yields per acre are essential. This is not

difficult technically provided greater capital and labor or both are

applied to the revised system.

The dangers which many development projects overlook are

those inherent in the breakdown of traditional systems, for "... the

techniques employed in indigenous agriculture form much of the basis

(54)
of the whole material culture of a people '- Changes in the

system can have far-reaching effects on the mode of life. The

acceptability of the new systems depends how far they impinge on

the traditional culture. In this matter ”... purely economic con-

siderations do not always entirely determine the systems of agriculture

adopted 11
, and it can be seen that Government is required to consider

non-economic situations at the basic subsistence level as well as at

the highest national level.

There are strong political and social factors to consider and \y

the UN/EXA/FAO report observes:

Some ... development in every Province is a political
requirement. This may appear to cut across the strict

application of economic criteria .. . However naturally
the program must be to some extent concentrated in

the districts of highest potential. (55)

(53) Peters, D.U. p.54. 1960.

(54) Ibid. p. 55

(55) UN/ECA/FAO. Op. cit. p. 57
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These decisions rest heavily with government and in retrospect

it is useful to quote again the non -economic influences upon development

The following is ‘taken from a report of the Provincial Commissioner of

the Northern Province and refers to a tense political period prior to

self-government being achieved in Zambia. The province was a

’ depressed’ *
area in broad terms and the people were far behind the

southern and eastern areas in their development. To meet the situation

a Development Commissioner was appointed to control the I ’Northern

Province Development Plan’ which Government instituted there. The

(56)
program instituted lias been reported upon.

The political considerations are vital in an area such as

this Province which lias in the past been relegated to the

role of providing the source of cheap labor for the

industrial area of the territory. In 1957 there was a

discontented and disillusioned population and at that

time it seemed that it would have soon been necessary
to provide major expenditure on security measures

in order to maintain law and order. The Northern

Province Development Plan was timely and undoubtedly
assisted in rectifying a developing security situation. (57)

Although the quotation may be said to relate to different circum

stances the fact that the new Government derives its greatest strength

from this region, where the people would possibly see little or no

return for their support of the government, could lead to just as much

discontent and disillusionment. The "Development Plan ' strongly

criticised on many other more objective counts did apparently inject

sufficient into the area to ease tensions and assuage the political

fever which might have erupted into open conflict. It will be difficult

for Government to make purely economic decisions, but care will have

to be taken wisely to control the expenditure of funds giving no

apparent return in a developing economy where turnover of money

is to be encouraged.

(56) Northern Rhodesia Government. Op.cit. 1962.

(57) Rural Economic Development Working Party. Op.cit. p. 3. 1961.
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In the present optimistic projections of growth however, toe

essential need to meet the critical factor of time, namely, to produce

ahead of consumption needs, still further strengthens the hand of toe

more developed farming areas. They have toe comparative advantage

of producing the staples for sale and also those items for which demand

is most likely to increase such as beef. The urgency to meet national

demand will thus further strengthen the position of toe Central,

Southern and Eastern Provinces which will capture the major share

of toe increase in output.

Agricultural development in areas not able to produce

economically for the urban populations will have to be based on

improvement in subsistence methods and the encouragement of

small surpluses for the local markets, a process not designed to

show spectacular results and not calculated to prevent continuing

emigration in search of better opportunities.

Thus the rural dilemma will be perpetuated - especially as it

is likely that urban growth rates will be accentuated regardless of

agricultural schemes and even profits. The hands which should be

producing to feed the urban populations will themselves be in the

towns seeking other occupations. Each working person who moves

creates the double problem * one more non-farmer (and family) to

be fed by the farmer, and one more potential farmer lost to toe

producing group. On the other hand a more optimistic opinion is

that each such urban migrant increases toe market for the farmer.

The UN/ECA/FAO Mission has attempted to deal with this

problem by recommending, amongst its many suggestions, the

establishment of settlements on a shared-profit basis throughout

the country. The wisdom in terms of quick production and economic

validity of such a policy is questioned, especially as many of these

schemes will probably be located in areas which have proved less

promising in the past. There is little reason to suppose that they
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can prove viable without massive financial support and heavy social

overhead capital expenditure to provide amenities - all of which will

mean very small returns if any profit is shown at all.

A senior agricultural officer stressed the need to ensure that

output of agricultural production would best be increased in areas where

positive results had already been achieved and also in areas close to the

markets and transport systems. This applied particularly to the

specialised market garden demands of the urban population which was

not the same as the large-scale crop program for export, i.e. cotton,

maise, tobacco.

The question of the ! broad front” improvement of rural con-

ditions and the policy of ’‘turning every man into a farmer” was not

an economic answer to the problem. There would be social and

political reasons for carrying out such a policy but these would not

necessarily prove economically rewarding or permanent.

One vital fact which must be faced is die need to train African

farmers in the ways of the economic farmer on large-scale estates.

The most promising means of achieving rapid rises in output is in the

sector actively controlled by the European farmer; relatively well-

mechanised and highly involved administratively. The UN/ECA/FAO

Mission suggests that the scale of such expansion by African farmers

should be only moderate since great care is required in selecting

farmers, developing land and giving advice.

The Mission does, however, propose a combined production/

training/purchase scheme by which African farmers would eventually

take over European farms, having received several years* training
(58)

in the methods used.

The need for caution in this area is also recorded by the

Director of the Land and Water Development Division of the F.A.O.

(58) UN/ECA/FAO Op. cit. p. 70 et. seq. for proposal of progressive
African take-over of farms.
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The proponents of large-scale farming in underdeveloped
countries are prone to underestimate the demands on

education, technical knowledge, organisational and

administrative skill and leadership qualities on the one

hand and the difficulties of obtaining from the workers

the necessary quality of performance, attitudes of

personal care for plants and animals and incentives to

work, on the othei.(s9)

He goes on to stress however that production efficiency can be

substantially improved if tenure and incentive conditions solicit

genuine support from the farm family.

The implication is that the two forms of agriculture, i. e. large

scale, capital intensive, and small scale, labor intensive, must

develop together and with caution.

This is stressed especially as the bulk of population increase

will have to be employed in agriculture in the newer countries and

mechanised systems will not do this. Hadfield observes . For

many years to come agriculture will have to provide the openings

for most of the young people". ■ Higgins also suggests that if

most products of a developing economy are exported or consumed

locally by the ’’westernized” market then most of the rapid increase

of populations will have to find employment in agriculture or go

It can be argued that in rehabilitating or grooming a backward

region which has no noticeable resources for expansion the profit

motive cannot be given priority* Available financial and expert man-

power resources will, however, be limited in the first instance.

Investment in projects unlikely to be self-supporting can hinder the

overall economic development program, because a built-in subsidy

(59) Schickele, Ranier. p. 105. 1962

(6) Hadfield, J* : Aspects of the African Agrarian Economy in

Northern Rhodesia0
* p.4. Undated.

(61) Higgins, B. Op. cit. 1959*
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element appears in the form of capital grant or price support. When this

is followed through with non-profitable undertakings in other develop-

ment fields such as low-cost housing, education, transport systems,

product price support and other subsidy items, the drain on the

economy can become intolerable.

At least in the early phases of the expansion program and until

economic stability is more assured, profit-making ventures should be

(62)
pressed forward where these form a practicable alternative.' 7

On the other hand it can be argued that private enterprise is more

likely to invest in potentially profitable areas and that Government must

needs create the means, or more important perhaps in human terms,

Government must provide for those groups or regions which can other*

wise find no means of advancement from their own resources and which

have not encouraged private capital investment. The argument against

such a policy is the time-lag awaiting private investment until a stage

of relative stability is reached, and particularly while awaiting private

investment in those sectors where most needed, in this case the

agricultural sector. Committing funds in non-profitable areas or

enterprises will force a step backward in the economy, even though it

may be meeting the needs of a local community- Government is forced

to weigh the local advantage against the overall development program.

LAND TENURE AND INHERITANCE.

In dealing with agricultural improvement it is necessary to refer

to land tenure practises, which will affect rural development programs

and the manner of implementing them.

In vast areas of Africa the land is held in tribal ownership and

is disposed of only with the agreement of the chief to persons generally

of the same tribe. This land may be held by the grantee so long as

(62) Hirschman, Albert O. 1958.
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he works it. If it is not used, it is taken into the tribal ’’pool' 1 again and

re distributed. This has meant several things. It has, for one, created

a very different pattern of mobility from tiiat in England, where the
(63)

population movement was permanent and one way I '. ' African

migratory movement lias often been reversed and in times of stress

or unemployment the ability of many to return to their villages in the

tribal areas and live once more off the land mitigated the general hard -

(64)
ship. 'in other words the severe social and economic problems

created by industrial redeployment, especially to more capital-

intensive systems, or the falling off of a market and recession or un-

employment has not been felt as hard in the regions or countries where

a traditional right to rural land exists and of which advantage is taken.

Because of the rights to land-holding, many town migrants travel

alone, leaving wives and other relatives behind to ensure that the land

is worked and therefore not lost to the holder. During the phase of

unemployment on arrival in the town the villager takes advantage of

the social network which serves him and usually finds free accommoda-

tion with a kinsman or "brother".

It is notable too that contrary to townward migration in the older

countries the villager seldom loses his contact with his tribal fellows

in tiie country. He visits his village regularly but it is observed that
//pi

each new migrant to the town appears to extend his stay at each visit.' '

It often means that after several visits to the urban area and familiarity

with the town systems the worker will become a true migrant by

bringing his family to the town with him. This process has been

increasing steadily over the years and the disproportionate number of

males to females is diminishing.

(63) Mitchell, J. Clyde: p.97. 1960.

(64) Epstein, A.L. 1961.

(65) Mitchell, J. Clyde. Op.cit. 1960.
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While the traditional system of land holding may have benefits

for the town-worker in times of economic stress, there is another

aspect which militates against progressive agriculture. A. G. North

and several associates describe this as a background to the lack of

incentive in agricultural improvement:

.. .(incentive) is frequently overlooked; it has at its roots

the attitude to land that is so characteristic of most Bantu

societies. To them, generally speaking, land is of vital

importance to society as a whole, but it lias no cash value,

it is not sold or leased, and the individual’s rights are

either ephemeral or totally subservient to those of the

society of which he is but a small part. As a result there

is little personal responsibility for land, little sense of

personal and restricted ownership, and practically no

incentive to improve it beyond the limits of subsistence

cultivation. (66)

With questions of tenure go those of inheritance. Among the

matrilineal tribes who occupy most of the country the wealth of the

father passes on his death from the direct line of succession as accepted

in western society. There has been growing objection to this, where the

blood children of the male head of the family are cut off and even the

wife is forced to depend on the generosity of her relatives. The

southern tribal groups, those more advanced in the entrepreneurial

sweepstakes, have felt this most keenly in recent years and Govern-

ment has expressed its intention of revising the customary laws where

there lias been steady pressure for change.
*

This will have far-

reaching effects on traditional attitudes and will require considerable

re-orientation. However, without such revisions agricultural advance-

ment policies are not likely to make much headway in the face of

traditional agricultural systems, except on a limited scale out of

keeping with the anticipated rate of advance. In the areas where

large-scale farming has been established this has been due to the

(66) North, A. J. and Associates: p. 211. 1961.

(67) Rural Economic Development Working Party. Op. cit. pp. 122-126

1961.
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consolidation of land into economic units, as much as to available

capital and knowledge of farming systems. There is also the problem

of permitting uncontrolled expansion of traditional systems of agri-

culture, for as North comments:

It is vital that agriculture be made more productive; and

at the same time less damaging to the national resources

of the territory than it is at the moment. (68)

The East Africa Royal Commission studying the problem

recommended:

Policy concerning the tenure and disposition of land should

aim at the individualisation of land ownership and mobility
in the transfer of land which, without ignoring existing
property rights, will enable access to land of economic

use.(69)

The new Zambia government is thus confronted with the several z

problems of traditional land tenure and inheritance law which, with the

relatively poor agricultural conditions over vast areas of the country

combine with the obstructions of disease and malnutrition to make the

rural development and agricultural programs a long and unrewarding

prospect. Certain areas of the country will, however, be able to make

rapid advance because of their existing advantages of favorable human

and natural resources, transport systems and markets.

In addition other factors will influence the rate and distribution

of improvement. Health, malnutrition, traditional culture patterns,

and political fluctuations will all affect the government’s planned programs

Supplementary to these generalisations, the observations of

Wilhelm Andersen can be quoted: -

For the 1.9 billion people living in the world 1
s underdeveloped

Southern Area (this definition is qualified * it excludes some

southern countries, and includes other Asian countries), the

(68) North, A. J. and Associates. Op.cit. p.211. 1961.

(69) East Africa Royal Commission. 1955.
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problem is chronic malnutrition. This is an insidious

affliction ... The short life span is marked by endemic

and other contagious diseases. Individual vitality and

national vigor, factors which contributed so much to the

north’s rapid advance, are unobtainable from sub-standard

diets. Indeed, in itself, malnutrition is so pervasive, so

acute throughout much of the Southern Area, it literally
prescribes the pattern of life, limiting not only the

peoples’ present living standard, but their hope for a

better future life.(7o)

It can be seen then that health programs in the tropical areas

are also critical to expansion, where: ”Disease is everywhere -

malaria, dysentery, trachoma, tuberculosis - killing, sapping vitality,

wasting human spirit and labor”. (71)

Bilharzia and sleeping sickness can be added to the list for

Central Africa *as well as malnutrition. In July 1964 the far-reaching

and serious nature of malnutrition in the Luapula province of Northern

Rhodesia was reported upon. Malnutrition in the children is not caused

only by destitution. One of the causes is an absence of adequate protein

foods grown in the villages. In general ”.. . the adult populations’

apathy and backwardness is ... at least partly due to a diet deficient

in essential foods”. *

The question is not whether Zambia can successfully enlarge her

inherited programs in education, health, communications and traditional

land and customary law reform in order to make her agricultural

program possible, but how rapidly she can do it. She has the advantage

of relative wealth, vis-a-vis other African States, political stability

and a well-established governmental framework on which to attach her

(70) Andersen, Wilhelm; p. 3. 1961.

(71) Murden, Forrest J. p. 7. 1960.

* The Government Nutrition Officer, Miss S. Penley, made this

comment in addressing a conference in Lusaka in July 1964.
The conference was reported on in the ’’Northern News” on

15th July, 1964. Without doubt, a great deal of the inability
to meet new challenges is due largely to chronic malnutrition

which builds a cage of indifference and defeatism round the

community.
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policies. Her need, in addition to the monumental tasks of organisation

and implementation is also to overcome the inherent disability of the

group-focused society which in meeting the problems of survival

lias invoked penalties on the successful and reduced individual success

almost to the category of crime. This is dramatised by the role of

witchcraft in African culture and accusations of sorcery against the

(72)
more successful hunter or fisherman. 9 Not only are there physical

problems to be met technologically - there are abstract philosophical

and metaphysical conditions to be overcome.

The pragmatic reply to this is that few societies have shrunk

from material advantage where the advantage is demonstrated by

example, and this is confirmed at least superficially in urban conditions

in Zambii. Higgins^ and Hirschman^ among others observe

that one of the surest ways of breaking out of the almost negative

subsistence demands, and the “backward bending supply curve” and

with that the “closed attitude 5 ’ is to demonstrate - supported by imports

very often - the material benefits which can accrue from change. The

willingness to throw off traditional restraints for material advantage is

amply evidenced in the developing centers in the underdeveloped

countries where the so-called “inducement mechanism” is exploited.

Here again however, government will have to exercise some control,

for the forces released with too rapid change may cause social

chaos which defeats the orderly pattern of economic development.
(75)

Strong cultural restraints are necessary to prevent this. Hirschman

suggests further that many underdeveloped countries are not prepared to

(72) La Muniere C.H. pp. 93-99- 1961.

(73) Higgins. Op. cit. for general exposition of the role of imports in

generating the demand for goods.

(74) Hirschman. Albert O. Op. cit. p. 123-125 for statement that im-

ports ”... fulfill the very important role of demand formation

and demand recoxmaisance".

(75) Hoselitz. B. p.278 - 294. 1955.
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incur those social costs that were ”... so spectacularly associated with

the process (of industrialisation) during the early 19th century in

Western Europe . They therefore tend to hold back the speedy

development they seek for fear of social upheaval.

But even this action is not necessarily to the advantage of the

ruling government, for the pressures for quick advancement are

very great amongst the more dynamic of the population. Gipolla

outlines this in a way which supplements Hirschman’s comment above.

. . . when as in many backward areas today, ’ industrialisa-
tion's artificially speeded up, the socio-cultural environment

may show a much greater degree of resistance to change than

the economic structure. If such is the case, the static

socio-cultural environment can indeed represent a formid-

able bottleneck and invalidate all efforts to achieve industrial-

isation. This is the reason why some of those societies

who want, or are forced, to quicken the pace of industrialisa-

tion may feel more or less emotionally - the urge to resort

to political or social revolutionary movements. The socio-

political revolution is a rough way to break through the
socio-cultural bottleneck. All the miseries and the hardships
that follow then become part of the nprice of industrialisa-

tion. (76)

It can be seen that government will not necessarily consolidate

its position in implementing its various development and improvement

plans. It will have to deal with many associated factors and conflict-

ing needs. Its actions may well cause some antagonism if it is

considered to be dilatory in some fields or over-ambitious in others.

In addition, in order to meet the promise held out by the report

of the UM/EGA/FAO Mission, it will be necessary to encourage

private investment of some $B4O, 000, 000 (£3OO, 000, 000) in Zambia

in the succeeding six years. This will be done only by encouraging

the community to continuous effort and by minimising government

control over capital investments.

The traditions which have so far ruled the way of life of the

(76) Gipolla, Carlo M. p.lOB. 1962.
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people and more specifically the systems of land tenure and social

controls must give way to a new economic and social order oriented

towards international economic systems and offering more than mere

hope of betterment and dignity.

FISHERIES.

An indication of the increasing significance of commercial

fishing is given in Table XV. Lesser fishing areas are not included

and figures are derived from estimates rather than counts. There are

many small streams and swamps as well as man-made dams which

yield a substantial crop. These cannot be recorded. The Department

of Game and Fisheries has conducted an active program of fish

stocking and improvement in areas where fishing is on a large scale

and observes al»e the entomological factors in the different water-

sheds. Village ponds are increasing rapidly in number and are

being stocked and recorded by the Department.

Xt is apparent that, with proper management, there is con-

siderable potential in fishing. Fish by-products and processing may

become profitable in the future as manufactures associated with the

industry.

FORESTRY.

The Zambesi and Barotse Sawmills operate large concessions

in Barotseland and the Rhodesia Congo Border Timber Company

conducts lai’ge - scale forestry operations in the areas surrounding the

Copperbelt. Government has many experimental areas in which

indigenous timbers are observed under various conditions either

natural or man-made (i.e. early and late burning of grass cover t

thinning out, etc. ) Exotic woods, mainly eucalyptus and pines of

various types are grown in areas where the effect of climate, soil

and rainfall can be observed for future development.
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ESTIMATES
OF

COMMERCIAL
FISH

PRODUCTION
IN

ZAMBIA
IN

TONS.

Locality

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959
j'

1960

1961

1962

1963

Mweru/
Luapula Mweruwa-Ntipa Bangweulu Lake

Tanganyika
Kafue Kariba

6,

401
1,

302
6,

257
1,

200
Not Available

6,

555 668
7,

658
2,

200
1,

700

7,

124 513
7,

099
1,

560
3,

000

7,

757 392
7,

245
1,

592
3,

260

7,

556 292
7,

956
4,

446
8,

303

7,

429 598
7,

272
3,

077 11,300

7,

389 864
6,

912. 2,97
1\

4,

900

7,

306
1,

282

/

6,

580
2,

943
2,

705 500

6,

501
1,

700
6,

040
2,

000
4,

337
2,

000

5,

598 652
6,

400
2,

076
6,

218
3,

000

6,

194 451
6,

395
2,

795
7,

755
3,

783

Totals:

15,600
18,
781

19,296
20,
246

28,553

29,667

23,036
\

21,
316

22,578
23,944
31,469

Source:

Ministry
of

Agriculture
Monthly

Economic
Bulletin,
December,

1964.

Estimates
are

expressed
in

wet

weight.
A

conversion
factor
of

4

:

1

has

been

used
to

convert
dry

weight
to

wet

weight.
TABLE
XV
.
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Large quantities of fish are reaped from the Waterways and lakes.

Fish are weighed and paid for prior to drying or shipping off to mar-

kets on ice. Subsistence consumption is very large and unsatisfied

markets for fresh and dried fish make this a promising area of devel -

opment.

Photograph viii.
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Recexit improvement in fishing methods and equipment has enabled

much greater efficiency and conservation in the harvesting of fish.

Bake Tanganyika has become the scene of commercial activities while

in most other areas fishing is done by individuals and marketing by
them or by co-operatives.

Photograph ix.
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An indication of the present commercial value of forestry is

given by the figures in Table XVI. This is the licensed felling and

does not include individual felling in rural areas or illegal operations.

In addition some 40 tons of beeswax was produced and there are

prospects for other production in the future such as fibres, minerals,

etc. There are extensive imports of softwoods for all uses and special

hardwoods are imported from other African countries as well as

Malaya and Australia. Imports of hardwoods are, however, relatively

small. Demand for charcoal and firewood rises steadily and in all

areas timber requirements are increasing.

Plainly forestry as a conservation and economic function is

important and the long-term production of timber for internal con-

sumption as well as export is of great significance. It will be necessary

for natural forest and plantation reserves to be increased in area as

growing pressures for their products develop. Forestry and game con-

servation areas may well be combined within tsetse regions in many

districts to perform a double function, although game is often a source

of damage in forest regions. The Forest Department also regularly notes

severe damage by elephant and by insects.

PRODUCTION OF TIMBER LICENSED BY THE DEPARTMENT

Of* FORESTRY, 1963.

Sawlogs 4, 825, 955 cubic feet

Poles 1,354,162

Fuel Wood 4,343,196 " "

Charcoal Wood 7,215,020 «

TOTAL: 17, 733, 333 cubic feet

APPROXIMATE VALUE: $3,150, 000 (£1,125,000)

Source: Department of Forestry, Annual Report, 1963.

TABLE XVI.
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IV. THE URBAN PICTURE.

PRESENT URBAN POPULATION.

National population projections to 1975 produced by the Ministry

of Finance, Central Statistical Office and based on the 1963 Census are:

30 June 1963 3,410,000
30 June 1970 4,230, 000

30 June 1975 4,990,000

A steadily rising rate of natural increase has been assumed, from

2.5% per annum in 1950 to 3.0% by 1963 and 3.5% by 1975.

However, there is no means of assessing except by general

projections the likely urban growth rate, or perhaps more important

from a regional view, the scale of urban growth in local areas. Where

expansion has fcn.. place as a result of natural resource extraction,

advantageous agricultural situations or even administrative decisions

(such as the locating of the national capital at Lusaka) some measure

of prediction in relation to surrounding opportunities is possible. In

huge areas of the country few resources are apparent and whether

the small urban centers in these regions will grow or will be drained

to serve the industrial areas is open to debate.

Historical migrations in Europe and the United States have

been through farm to rural non-farm to small town, large town, and

(77)
ultimately city targets.' Most small towns in England and the

United States except those closely associated with dominant urban

nodes - or at considerable distances from urban nodes - are losing

populations. This may be the fate of rural towns in Zambia where V

the pressures to move to the cities will be great. Especially, as has

been illustrated in many studies in underdeveloped areas, the better

(77) Bogue, Donald T. & Associates; p. 46 et. seq. 1957.

See also Bogue Donald T; !,The Structure of the Metropolitan
Community. Horace H. Rackham, School of Graduate Studies;

University of Michigan. 1949.
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equipped (from a personal and educational view) are more likely to move

and this group is likewise more likely to be located in the villages and

towns than in the farming areas. In order to get some idea of the

current situation in Zambia, Table XVII sets out the urban populations

as recorded in the 1963 census. In this case, "Urban5 ’ refers to any

center of population concentration and specifically the African Popula-

tion only is counted. Non•Africans are almost entirely concentrated

in the larger towns and the farming areas of the Central and Southern

Provinces. (See Table II).

All ten of the major towns, some 35% of the urban populations,

are located on the railroad. They include the seven Copperbelt towns

and Lusaka, Broken Hill and Livingstone.

The rural centers of under 1,000 population can scarcely be

considered "urban" in the recognised definitions of the term. Many

are administrative or "district" towns and others are little more than

hamlets or minor stopping points on transport routes- They are all

however at present focal points in their own spheres of influence and

will remain so even with the shuffling of administrative policy vis*

a-vis the old Colonial Administration. The centers which are

established as administrative units will remain as Government seats,

although their nomenclature has been altered with the new Government.

A HEIRARCHY OF URBAN ASSOCIATIONS.

As mentioned, the greatest difficulty will be experienced in

attempting to project the scale of urban growth in local areas.

Experience in the U.S.A, and Europe is not likely to be applicable

and new African states have had little opportunity of gauging the real

range of factors affecting migration as a national rather than purely

a cityward movement. It is fairly obvious that the larger centers

will grow at high r... ..‘diess of oppori . u. Every African

country has seen this phenomenon. The intermediate towns, given
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DISTRIBUTION
OF

URBAN
AFRICAN

POPULATION,

AND

NUMBER
OF

URBAN
PEACES
IN

EACH
PROVINCE

♦

Province

Total Population
Urban

Over

Over

Population
100,
000

50,
000

Over
20,
000

Over

Over

Over

10,000
5,000

2,500
Over 1,000

Under
I,

000

Barotseland
363,
480

11,790

**

*

3

2

Central

472,
180

151,300

1

1

M

-

-*

5

5

Eastern

485,
560

12,
780

**

**

«»

**

1*

**

3

1

Luapula

358,920

7,

190

Mr

M

1*

1

1

Northern

563,
040

18,470

*'

—

**

M

!♦

1

4

1

North
-W
e

stern

210,690

6,260

**

**

**

*•'

M>

**

2

3

Southern

498,510

51,670

—

**

1

1

2

2

11

W
e

stern

496,
160

408,
080

1

3

2

1

Mr

2

3

1*«

Totals:

3,

408,
540

667,
540

2

3

■

4

1

3

7

23

25

♦

Provincial
administrative
,

or

Regional
Centers
in

the
”

rural”
regions
they

serve

Chambishi,
a

new

mining
town,
the

development
is

at

present
a

nucleus
and
is

anomalous

in

this

tabulation,
since
it

will

rapidly
increase
in

siae
by

planned
expansion.

Source:
Preliminary

Report
of

the

May/June
1963

Census
of

Africans

in

Northern
Rhodesia.TABLE

XVII,
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The central area of Masabuka in 1961. An agricultural town surrounded

by large-scale European farms. Tobacco, maize, cattle and milk are

produced. Recently a cheese factory has been erected in the town, and

an agricultural research station exists on the outskirts. In the distance

the Kafue Flats commence at the edge of the treeline, the town being
located on the escarpment x*unning down to the Flats. Residential areas

are located off the photograph. The area is the likely center for a sugar
mill, sugar being produced on the Flats.

Photograph x.
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Looking north overLusaka’s central commercial >reamost of which has

developed only recently. Residential areas are widely dispersed- Indus -

trial development is largely concentratedin the nearand far background.
The main road ”C iro Road 1 ' has romantic associations with the historic

motor car endurance runs of the 1920's and 30's from Cape Town to

Cairo when Lusaka was a village railroad stop. The city is built on

limestone and in many places its presence is so universal that building
is impossible, especially immediately south and west (the left) of the

city.

■' ■ < nxHp ?d.
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scope for improvement of amenities, have a chance of holding their

position, especially those greatly distant from the main urban centers

and where the dominance of the main centers is not strongly felt.

Also a policy of town improvement as part of the overall rural develop-

ment program will assist in providing amenities the migrant might

otherwise seek in. the large towns. It will also aid the migrant in

adjusting to the urban environment by experiencing urban organisation

and discipline while not being isolated from his own traditional tribal

and psychological experiences. The small towns could, in fact,

establish beneficial patterns of urbanisation which rather more closely

follow urbanisation patterns in industrialised countries. At present

in Africa the work-seeker takes a great leap from rural subsistence

living to western types of urban living with no intermediate cushion-

ing of the impact this has on his attitude -

The development of a heirrtrchy of urban migration movement

has been pleaded before in both western and African contexts. Authors

Firey, Loomis and Beegle.. dealing with urban patterns developing

from transport systems in the United States, comment that the rural

communities should be preserved to complete the framework of urban

(79)
progression. In addition Falade in commenting on the village

systems in the former French West African territories suggests

that the new Africa will develop from these small town settlements

and that it should be a primary function to improve the towns in order

to provide bettei* standards in the urban environment.

More recently arising out of Falade's observations, this has
(31)

been commented upon in Zambia itself* v ; There would appear to be

(78) Mitchell, J. Clyde. Op.cit. 1960.

(79) Firey, W.; Loomis C.P. & Beegle J. A. pp.214-22. 1951.

(80) Falade, M. p.lo4et. seq. 1960.

(81) Coltman, P.O. "The Village". 1965.
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some advantage in this urbanisation progression, but much will depend

on how the urban centers in the more remote regions and on the trans-

port routes towards the larger cities are able to hold their own in the

competition of other opportunities.

It seems evident that towns as far apart (and at great distance

from the primary generators of migration, the line of rail and Copper-

belt regions) as Kasama, Fort Jameson and Mongu will retain their

position as regional centers where the dominance of the main centers,

though still felt, is not paramount and these centers are likely to

growmsize. In fact such growth must be fostered by encouraging

would-'be developers to locate at these regional towns rather than

spreading investment too thin over the region. Glynn and his associates

made a study of the growth of small towns in Texas and came to certain

conclusions which could have significance in pinpointing the urban
(32)

places likely to grow in the rural regions. The results were

necessarily inconclusive hut tend to confirm the work of Bogue that

urban places grow when under the influence of major centers and are

themselves dominant in their local areas. While urbanisation has not

proceeded to an extent where such a situation can be easily seen in

Zambia, it is a pointer to possible future patterns of settlement and

expansion.

Many factors must be considered in forecasting migration patterns.

Migration undertaken 'by one person often encourage a other family mem-

bers, kinsmen or brothers' to follow. Those enjoying relative success

in the new environment are in a position to support the arrival and

success of kinsmen or tribesmen and the situation becomes a relatively
(83)

rapid movement - too rapid for economic expansion to absorb the overspill. f

(82) Glynn, J. Labovitz, S. Stouse, C. 1961.

(83) Pauvert, J.C. p. &Z et. seq. 1960. Cf. tills in rural situations

where a similar pattern develops through rapid migration; Fisk, E. K.

The Mobility of Rural Labour and the Settlement of New Land in

Underdeveloped CountriesI '. Journal of Farm Economics. Nov. 1961.
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The problem of under- or unemployed urban migrants is looked

upon with such concern that in Kenya it has been announced that all

unemployed in the towns will be debarred from playing traditional

sedentary games on the streets before 5. 00 p.m. and will be liable

to arrest. They will be repatriated to their rural districts. The

gravity of the situation can be seen when new governments - previously

resisting strongly the Colonial Administration effort to curb unpur-

poseful drift towards the towns - are prepared to take such drastic

steps to control the position.

LIKELY GROWTH PATTERN.

In Zambia generally inward migration is likely to favor the ten

major towns and the four larger "regional" towns asterisked in Table

XVII. Any attempt to forecast the scale of migration to specific towns

without any relatively firm knowledge of either potential (natural

resources) or planning (industrial location) must be conjecture.

The UN/ECA/.7A0 Mission lias forecast a 3% p. a. population

increase to 1970 and suggests that the rural (subsistence) population

will increase only 2. 0% per annum from 1965*1970, with a 6% increase

in urban (generally monetary sector) population. Rural populations at

present comprise some 80% of the population. This 6% p. a. forecast

is lower than experience in other African vcountries suggests will be

the case and will, it seems, depend on what counter -opportunities

Government will be able to develop in rural areas.

The bulk of urban increase by migration - not forgetting

natural increase of 3% p. a. in addition - will take place in the larger

towns. Mining establishment in new towns such as Chambishi will

account for a large number of migrants, and projects such as the

proposed textile plant at Kafue could double that town’s population,

although this will prove to be a very small proportion of overall

increase in urban populations generally. There is a likelihood that
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the many small administrative centers will increase in siae as the new

government administrations expand and as job fragmentation accompanies

the ”Zambianisation” policy but increases are likely to be relatively

small. Lusaka and its region seems likely to have to meet a greater

percentage increase in population than any of the other established

towns by reason of its governmental role, a new international airport,

growing distributive, technical and other services and its strategic

position in relation to transport routes and developing agricultural

regions.

The mining companies are likely to rationalise their functions

still further and show little additional increase in African staff

(except substitution of expatriate personnel by Africans). Output

however is likely to rise steadily. The new functions and opportunities

in agricultural processing as substitution for imports, and the many

domestic and administrative openings together with an increase in

construction activities will almost certainly focus on Lusaka as the

node for a ''Southern Industrial Region”. Kafue and Masabuka and

even Chama may be influenced at one extremity and Broken Hill at

the other.

If demographic patterns in other parts of Africa are valid in

Zambia, then Lusaka can expect to double its population within the

next 8 to 10 years, with lesser increases in other major towns and

substantial possibly meteoric increases in specific small towns

selected for industrial location * whether by free choice of

industrialists or by planned governmental decentralisation.

A policy of decentralisation has been announced by Government/'
(84)

with various incentives provided to industrialists.

(84) Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Op.cit. 1964.
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IN-MIGRATION FROM OTHER COUNTRIES.

A factor of significance in reading the general population

statistics is that a relatively high proportion of the urban population

is foreign to the country. Some 10.9% of urban populations, 11.5%

of persons on "Crown Land" areas - largely European farming areas -

and 5. 3% of the rural population (those living in African tribal or

trust areas) were born outside Zambia, nearly all were from adjoining

territories.

They are made up as follows:

64, 000 from Malawi

59, 000 from Angola
52, 000 from Rhodesia

18, 000 from Mocambique
16, 000 from Congo
13, 000 from Tanganyika

’"Others" make up a small 5.230 persons. Unless this influx of persons

from other territories is curbed - and there is a trend amongst local

persons to have ' foreigners" repatriated - foreign Africans in the

towns may well increase in proportion as the more enterprising move

towards the opportunities which Zambia’s relative wealth is likely to

create.

In some spheres, for example the small-scale commercial

road transport system from the line of rail to Barotseland and to

the Eastern Province, "foreign" African entrepreneurs (in this case

from Rhodesia) dominate the scene. Expulsion of these people would

cause at least a temporary breakdown in the services they provide,

with no sign that the local entrepreneurs are able to step into the

void at short notice.

At the same time many thousands of Zambian natives have

immigrated to Southern Rhodesia and South Africa respectively, in

search of financial rewards which these more industrialised countries
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can offer. These countries are themselves attempting to control the

influx of foreign labor or to restrict its competition in the major urban

centers in order to give full employment to local people. The counter

measures could, on an international scale, largely cancel out the

'foreign” problem as seen by the administrators and by the people

themselves, but it is doubtful whether the elimination of inter-

territorial migration is possible.

Many countries without extensive resources rely on the export

of labor as a major national resource. Migrant labor returns large

sums of money in savings and family remittances. Malawi and

Tanganyika are forced to rely on this source of finance to bolster the

internal economy. Apart from general national economic levels it

is the rural areas which receive a large part of this cash. In any

event population projections will have to allow for at least the gross

numbers of foreign populations evidenced in the 1963 census, if not

for the percentage rates Quoted, since It is unlikely that the mere

existence of an unseen political boundary will become a barrier to

migration in the foreseeable future. Also the political stability of

surrounding territories m without warning affect the position. It is

generally assumed that conditions in .Angola and the Congo in the past

few years have exaggerated the number of persons who would normally

have come to Zambia from these areas.

COLONIAL OCCUPATION AND URBANISATION.

In the former Colonial territories many towns have grown as

parasitic superimpositions on the existing cultural and economic net-

work. Their existence has however ultimately led to a condition of

generative influence where the existence of groups of people, whatever

their original role, has brought into being educational and other
(85)

facilities which become the focus of considerable regions.
'

(35) Hoselita, Bert. Op. cit. 1955.
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Zambia is a classic example of such a situation. Livingstone, Abercorn

and Fort Jameson, areas of early white settlement, subsequently

Broken Hill and the Copperbelt based on mining activities and Lusaka

as a government center have all played their part in fixing the

present patterns of influence and direction of urban migration. It is

fairly conclusive that the patterns established in Zambia as in other

African countries are well-nigh irrevocable, based as they are on

obvious economic factors in most cases.
' ' New towns are unlikely

to spring up unless natural resource extraction takes place in as yet

undeveloped areas, and except for the improvement of communications

between the existing towns and the agricultural areas to bolster

primarily agricultural production the pattern is not likely to change.*

The Government Statistician summarised this from considerable

experience when he stated that seeking for statistical evidence of either

polarisation or dispersion of development influences was almost im-

possible because of lack of adequate statistics.

The only result of a statistical analysis would be to set the line

of rail apax*t from the remainder of th© country. There is generally no

need fox- statistics to gauge the present position which is shown up by:

(a) The Copperbelt Megion
(b) The Line of Rail Region
(c) High population areas

(d) High crop output areac

The latter two are relative to other areas of Zambia. The

Statistician’s opinion was that the Copperbelt would continue to dominate

the whole development pattern, with Kitwe probably the focus of the

future metropolis. Lusaka will expand to meet growth in Government,

(86) Fair, T.J.D. pp. 55 75. 1963.

In discussion with Dr. Fair he confirmed that most former

Colonial territories were tied to the patterns laid down by
previous expansion. By and large these had been their

most economically justifiable patterns looked at in terms

of Western values at the time.
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and Livingstone will continue its role as a gateway to the country. The

developed farming areas will hold their own against any other agricul-

tural. expansion chiefly due to transport availability.

Nothing of any significance exists outside the Line of Rail

Region other than agriculture, fishing and forestry. A study of these

activities might give a lead on future regional patterns.

These observations appear to be fundamentally correct except

for certain factors which could affect the overall position, namely:

(i) The unrealised scale of manufacturing activities in

Lusaka which might swing the future balance from the

Copperbelt and from Kitwe in particular, to the

Southern part of the country.

(11) The progressive agricultural prospects in the Southern

and Eastern area which could tend to unite the Line of

Rail more closely with this economically promising
region.

(iii) The lack of knowledge of what "planned" change in the

current economic pattern will be carried out by
Government to divert expansion to economically

stagnant areas.

(iv) The possibility of a re-orientation of the economy north

and caatwards depending on political events on the sub-

continent.

(v) The prospects of as yet unexploited or undiscovered

resources being opened up which would create new

emphasis in areas so far showing little if any economic

promise.*

This event in neighboring countries could likewise affect local

development patterns. In the Johannesburg Star” of 26th April
1965 a report of major discoveries of coal in Southern Tangan-
yika suggests that Zambia might use this coal to free herself

from depending on Rhodesia for this commodity in the mining
industry and at the same time justify her desire to create a rail

link to Tanganyika and the East Coast.
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Items (i) and (ii) have been emphasised in the thesis study, while

Items (iii), (iv) and (v) are at the present time imponderables. Certainly

Item (v) is a factor which time will make more significant and any

development program will have to make allowance for flexibility in

such matters. Items (iii) and (iv) are obviously associated with major

political policies which must evolve with the new Government in Zambia

and physical and economic planning will be oriented towards the national

political goals. At the pi-esent time such goals have not been firmly

evolved though they will clearly be influenced by political events in

surrounding territories.

FUTURE RURAL TOWNS.

Should extensive agricultural projects and re-organisation such

as those envisaged by the Übi/EGA/FAO Mission prove successful then

some change in the small town system can be expected. This is -true

also in the areas devoted to fishing. Villages and some small

marketing towns will consolidate their position in serving local regions.

There are several established settlements unrelated to ’’official/

administrative centers, and which exist as a result of spontaneous

activities in fishing or agriculture. These and other villages have

(87)
formed pai-t of development programs in the past.' 1

The

authorities have recognised the importance of I//.proving and con-

solidating the layout of the small rural townships no less than the

large urban centers in anticipation of growing working populations * and

’‘service” workers not directly engaged in ag/icultural or fishing

It is necessary, if a heirarchy of urban growth is to be

encouraged, that the villages receive significant attention in the

(87) Northern Rhodesia Government. Op. cit. 1962.

(88) Goltman, P.O. F! The Village”. Op. cit. 1965.
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economic and agricultural development programs since the facilities

they offer and the services they are able to perform will have a long-

term bearing on the ultimate shape of urbanisation in the country as

a whole. Their successful role as intermediate stopping points en

route to the large towns could profoundly and advantageously influence

future problems in the towns.

Increasing urbanisation will bring other far-reaching needs.

Transport, housing, educational and recreational facilities will have

to be provided. Increasing economic strength will foster commercial

enterprise and service industries. Agricultural production will have

to cater for increasing numbers of non-subsistence consumers.

Urbanisation has been made possible in the past by societies

defeating the limitations of subsistence agriculture. The capacity to

do this in Zambia has been outlined in Section 111, dealing with The

Agricultural Picture. Provided positive advance takes place in

agriculture and also that massive uncontrolled urban drift does not

take place, the likelihood of meeting the challenge of the next ten

years is good. This statement presupposes political stability and a

continuing market for mining and agricultural exports.
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V. CONCLUSION.

DEVELOPMENT PLANS.

Two development plans which will account for Government spend-

ing within the framework of the policies of thenewly independent country

are envisaged up to the year 1970.

The country* s Transitional Development Plan for tee expenditure

of $9B, 000, 000 (£35, 000, 000) in the next eighteen months, has been

announced recently. A further $3O, 000, 000 (£ll, 000, 000) will be

phased in with tee 1966/70 major development plan, provided the country
(89)

is able to reach this capacity of output. By mid-1966 the major

development plan will have come into operation. This will take tee

country’s development program to 1970 along the lines suggested in the

UN/ECA/FAO Report.

The Transitional Development Plan confirms the conclusions set

out in this thesis teat in order to use the money effectively, it will have

to be concentrated in tee regions which are most advanced and with an

infrastructure of manpower and opportunity already existing.

Broadly, as has been described in previous sections of the

thesis, the UN/ECA/FAO Mission has estimated that some

$1,260, 000, 000 (£450, 000, 000) could be available as Government

revenue and private investment between 1965 and 1970, one third of the

total being Government expenditure.* This program is subject to cer-

tain provisos, namely that national and world stability is not jeopardised

that wages increase very little and that expatriate skills do not leave the

country, or at least are replaced and supplemented by other skilled

(89) Central Planning Office* 1965.

* Although the UN/ECA/FAO report considered that this revenue

could be derived from development, it is notable that in addition

international loans are in the offing. The British announced a

$2B, 000, 000 (£lO, 000, 000) loan to Zambia in March of 1965.
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manpower. Educational levels must be immediately improved. Inter-

woven in tiie whole proposed program are many other elements such as

the inspiration of continuing enthusiasm and effort among the people, the

assumption that private capital will be invested on a large and increasing

scale, that output capacity, including materials and manpower will rise

steadily and that copper output will increase, while prices remain at

about present levels at least for some years.

As was pointed out in the report no economic plan can anticipate

disasters and to arrive at negative conclusions from the above general-

ities would make any economic plan pointless. It cannot therefore be

the object of this study to anticipate major setbacks, though their

possibility must be borne in mind.

There may well be a slower take-off of the economic program

than the UL/ECA/FAO report anticipates, and private investment may

not reach the levels suggested. The ability to hold income levels more

or less static in a period of rapid expansion is doubted* as well as

the output capacity of the construction industry. Most significant will

be the demographic situation. Population is increasing at a rate of

3% per annum. This figure, already high, could increase for a

period while and after the initial boom of expansion takes place.

These factors could and would cause a slowing down of the

program but in a stable situation need not be more critical than

that. In other words the targets would take longer to achieve but the

program itself need not be considered a failure. It would be modified

as new factors became evident.

It is significant that on 20th March 1965 the Zambia Mine-

workers Union voted unanimously to go on a strike at the

Ndola Copper Refinery, despite a firm appeal from Govern-

ment not to do so. .Less tnan twelve months ago, the
Unions were actively supporting the creation of the new

Government.
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On this assumption there is no reason not to plan to meet the

targets suggested for the nation. The physical planning operations will

remain substantially the same with local areas affected by the time

factor year by year.

As mentioned, one critical bottleneck in all spheres of the two

development plans will be the capacity to meet the greatly increased

scale of spending envisaged.

A shortage of skilled and graduate workers has been felt for

some time, even in continuing the expenditure of the pre-independence

programs. Government departments have confirmed that lack of

trained staff is making expansion of operations impossible. There is

no reason to suppose that this will be easily overcome for

...independence does not automatically provide the skills

necessary to administer a nation or to transform its

institutions. It does not automatically bring into being
literate and informed electorates. (90)

It has been many times observed that independence is not the

end of difficulties or of social and political pressures, but the

beginning. The greatest handicap is lack of education and skills,

even more so than capital, which may achieve little or nothing

where ineffectual or inefficient application results. Besides the lack

of organising and technical brains, the physical capacity of a population

and industries not geared to the ambitious programs envisaged is also

brought into relief.

At a technical conference convened by the Zambia Institute

of Architects in Lusaka in November 1964, experts concerned with

the construction industries expressed grave doubt as to the ability

of these industries to meet the high demands of the 1965 transitional

plan, details of which were not at that time available. Construction

firms were not geared to cope with a sudden large increase in output,

(90)Rusk> Dean. 1964
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especially as there had been a slackening off in this field for several

years.

In addition there was little or no apparent effort to produce

sufficient adequately trained building artisans and supervisors to

meet the needs of expansion. The shortfall in this area could retard

the execution of the plans.

These problems confront not only government departments, but

also commercial and professional organisations. In the Department of

Agriculture, a plan has now been put forward to carry out a ’’national

inventory” in order to program intelligently from this base in the

future. Absence of the necessary trained staff is likely to frustrate

even this fundamental effort to rationalise agricultural planning and

make future projects effective.

While the numbers and percentages of school-going children

have risen rapidly in the past eight years, so much so that facilities

need great expansion, the vocational and technical schools have not

shown any significant increase in numbers. Diagram C demonstrates

this point dramatically. The country will have to continue to import

skills if it is to maintain the expansion planned up to 1970 and beyond.

In addition the educational program for technical training must be

given at least the same priority as teacher ti'aining.

This is not a short-term prospect. The difficulty in so far

as public expectation is concerned will be to relate the time-lag in

education to the necessary investment by Government in social

overhead capital. Both of these factors, which cannot show dramatic

results for some years, will tend to create the impression among

the people that little real social benefit has come from independence.

The need therefore for immediate implementation of long*

term goals is paramount. Capital spending on essential projects

designed to bring ultimate advantage e. g. transport systems, water,

power, and so on must be put in hand, and the educational policy

must be laid down to provide channels for training indigenous
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personnel to meet the capital program, although in the early period of

the expansion program it will be necessary to take advantage of

expatriate skills. In fact expatriate skills will probably be necessary

for a considerable time if an optimistic rate of advancement is desired.

The Transitional Development Plan attempts to meet these long-

term factors by concentrating expenditure in educational, road improve-

ment, communications and power projects. Recent independence has

also brought the need for large expenditure on defense building and

police establishments, referred to in the Transitional Development

Plan as the ” Classic Functions: Defence, internal Security and

(91)Administration”.' 7

Regional allocation of funds lias favored the more advanced

areas as Table XVIII below makes clear. The Central, Western, and

Southern Provinces, which include the Copperbelt and entire line of

rail region receive approximately 55% of the total allocated funds.

These three provinces likewise contain almost half the total

population so that the real advantage of the three provinces is not

as great as would appear, in terms of Government Capital spending

only. It is nevertheless true that in addition the bulk of private

capital investment will certainly be concentrated in these three

provinces, thus their economic ascendancy is certain.

The principal expenditures will be in the fields of defense,

education, housing, transport, communications and power. These
'

v

items account for some 80% of the total planned capital expenditure

under Column Ain Table XVIII. In more remote regions the plan

is obviously designed to bring some economic benefit without

necessarily providing a continuing economic return. The Transitional

Development Plan in these areas appears to be in part a 1 tooling-up”

prior to making bigger injections in the 1966-70 development plan.

(91) Central Planning Office, Op.cit. 1965.
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Province

In addition the Government is seriously examining the prospects

for the rail link from Zambia to Tanzania and the commencementof iron

mining west of Lusaka. Both these major projects have been reported

on in this study. Both have been found to be not economically justifiable

at present. However, political and prestige targets are involved and the

ALLOCATION OF CAPITAL,

TRANSITIONAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 1965-66 BY PROVINCES

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE.

A B

Province 9 Million (*) 8 Million («») Population Value per Head

< £ $ i $ JE

Barotseland 6.58 ( 2.35) 0.95 ( 0.34) 363, 000 23.6 ( 7.4)

Central (***) 25.70 ( 9.18) 6.92 ( 2.47) 472,000 69.2 (24-7)

Eastern 7.25 ( 2.59) 3.28 ( 1.09) 486,000 26.4 ( 7.6)

Luapula 4.40 ( 1.57) 1.57 ( 0.56) 359,000 16.1 ( 5.9)

Northern 6.07 ( 2.17) 3.75 ( 1.34) 563. 000 17.4 ( 6.2)

North Western 3.98 ( 1.42) 1.33 ( 0.47) 211,000 24.9 ( 3-9)

Southern 7.23 ( 2.58) 6.22 ( 2.22) 000 29.4 (10.5)

W esterxi 7.23 ( 4.96) 5.45 ( 1.95) 496,000 38.9 (13.9)

Unallocable 8.49 ( 3.03) 6.77 ( 2.42) * 4.8 ( 1-6)

TOTALS: 83.60 (29.85) 36.00 (12.86) 3, 408, 000

* Projects which can be

procedures have been

started as soon as usual financial

completed.

Approved projects but may be phased beyond the period
covered by the Transitional Development Plan.

*** Zambia University in Lusaka and New Lusaka Airport are

not included in the above figures.

Source: Central Planning Office Transitional Development Plan.

TABLE XVIII.
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two proposals may we.l be included in the 1966-1970 Development Plan.

In so far as a steel plant is concerned, Hirschman suggests that

the extensive back and fore linkages associated with such activities

may mean that there are real economic benefits for an underdeveloped

country in setting up such industries, despite the lack of immediate

economic advantage

The extent of the 1966-1970 Development Plan can only be

conjectured at present from the UN/ECA/FAO report. Should the

nation succeed in sustaining the rate of building which its Transitional

Development Plan anticipates, it is certain that the progress of the

major plan will be easier and that a steadily improving economic

situation will ensue. The major plan will have to concentrate on an

increasing output of cash crop agriculture, signalled by the several

agricultural research stations provided for in the Transitional Plan

in the less developed areas. Road building and improvement will

have to continue, and processing and selling facilities for agricultural

produce for the Transitional Plan provided in the form of a tobacco

sales floor and cotton ginnery expansion (both in Lusaka) will come

into fuller use.

Having provided the infrastructure and the spark of

enthusiasm Government must then encourage investors by incentives

of various lands, including a promise of non-interference with

private enterprise, if itis to achieve the massive private invest-

ment envisaged.

The UN/ECA/iPAO in its survey has suggested many possible

enterprises where internal markets could justify this investment, or

where special advantages can be offered for establishing activities

in relation to world markets. The survey also suggests what

development could be of value immediately or suggests further a

(92) Hirschman, Op. cit 1958.
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time when, considering its economic assessments the activity would be
(93)

justified. In this regard it may be significant that Hirschman warns

against an over-supply of social overhead capital far in advance of private

investment. A shortage of social overhead capital causes pressures,

whereas oversupply is permissive. ”In situations where motivations are

deficient, it therefore seems safer to rely on development via shortage
(94)

than on development via excess supply”.

The 1966-70 Development Plan may well see Government h

moving into or subsidising traditionally private fields in order to

provide the activities or products entrepreneurs arc reluctant to

engage in and decreasing its expenditure on the infrastructure. The

resulting shortage of facilities will then bring about pressures fox’ im-

provement and an impetus will be fostered. While this theory may not

be wholly valid there is likely to be an increasing " socialisation" of

development if investors are not forthcoming, and government will

find itself operating alone in many formerly competitive fields.

So far as the country is concerned the pressure in the first

years after independence is not so much who does it as that it be done.

Independence must not only be a success, but must also be seen to be

a success.

There is however a trap in this pattern of advancement, for

should the entrepreneur not move into the industrial field because

of the fears apparent in the unproven political situation of a new

country, the government will find itself increasingly participating

in hitherto private activities. This, in turn, will cause further

withdrawal of private money and the largely free-enterprise economy

envisaged in the private sector by the UN/EGA/FA.O Mission will

(93) UN/EGA/FAO Op.cit. Appendix D.ppxxviii - xxxv. 1964.

(94) Hirschman, op.cit. P- 93. 1958.
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never materialise. Government revenues will thus not increase a.

predicted, and serious economic pressures will develop. These

inevitably will lead to social and political tensions with what con-

sequences can be observed in other parts of the African continent.

PHYSICAL PLANNING.

In an attempt to regionalise and to simplify visually the form of

expansion that is likely to take place, Maps 9 and 10 have been prepared

These maps define broadly the areas of potential for natural

resource extraction and agriculture based on the existing infrastructure

and indicate further the projects which have been put foward for over-

all improvement of the railroad transportation system. Some of these

projects may not in fact materialise in the 1965/70 Development Plans,

but their eventual construction as part of the expanding economy will

be nonetlieless justified. The more optimistic projects are also

indicated. These tend to show how Zambia might be served by rail-

road systems moving north, south, west and eventually perhaps also

east into all the neighboring countries, and thence to the coast.

The maps help also to supplement the information compiled in

the thesis and recorded in Maps Ito 8. They depict diagramatically

the salient features which must be taken into account in any physical

or regional planning program based upon the known conditions and

planned objectives of the new Government. At this stage the ultimate

development policy has not been laid down, but the UN/ECA/FAO

Mission report, coupled with the Government’s own Transitional

Development Plan and policy statements on Industrial development

indicate fairly clearly the future direction of Government policies.

The three largest projects which may evolve outside the

development recommendations so far made are:
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i) The Kafue river hydro-electric scheme to supple-
ment the Kariba system and make Zambia indepen-
dent of hhodesia in the matter of power supplies;

ii) The north-east rail link to Tanaania, designed to

enable Zambia to turn her back on the white -

controlled countries to the south; and

iii) The mining of iron ore west of Lusaka and

probably with substantial private or international

fund support, the processing of iron for local use

and for export.

Items ii) and iii) have been discussed in earlier pages of this

study. (Sections I and II). Item i) will probably become a matter of

need in the next 10 to 15 years as the Kariba output is taken up but

it is bound up with substantial study in other fields. The Kafue Basin

survey of the Food and Agriculture Organisation which has been

mentioned previously (Section I) is observing swamp ecology in the

Kafue ~Namwala region, including the Kafue Flats and the whole basin

of the Kafue River. There are three possible hydro-electric sites in

all, one at the Meshe Teshe gap where the river flows into the Flats

at the boundaries of the Kafue National Park and two in the Kafue Gorge

between the town of Kafue and the confluence of the Kafue and the

Zambesi. Substantial work has been done in determining the practica-

bility of this hydro-electric potential, which is considerable. The

further studies now being made refer to the consequences of raising

or lowering water levels artificially over not only the Kafue Flats

but also the Lukanga Swamps, suggested as a natural year-round

reservoir for the hydro-electric schemes. Ecological effects may be

far-reaching, and fishing and agricultural conditions could alter

considerably. The livelihood of all the population in the Kafue Basin

could be affected and these factors are being studied before the Kafue

hydro-electric project can go ahead. The problems of changes in

traditional systems of subsistence occupations have been seen in

Barotseland.

(95) Peters, D.U. Op. cit. 1960.
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The Kafue Flats offer opportunities for large-scale game conservation

and ranching, together with polder farming and fishing. Here a herd of

lechwe, which are at home in the wet conditions whichprevail during
much of the year, stampede across the Flats.

Photograph xii.
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The Kafue Pilot Polder begun by the Rhodesian Selection Trust group
of companies has shown promising results in the use of polder farming
and irrigation on the Kafue Flats. Wheat, amongst other things, has

been successfully grown and with the anticipated pressure for wheaten

production should likewise prove profitable.

Photograph xiii.
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The whole system under study, including irrigation canals on

either side of the flats and the complete re -orientation of the region

to controlled water and year-round cropping is estimated to be of the

order of $9BO, 000, 000 (£350, 000, 000). This is at present obviously

too large a figure for the sparse populations of the area and the

national economy in general. The project is a vision for the two

generations to come to work for and could eventually truly bring to

life the belief that the Kafue Basin is the future breadbasket of Africa.

Such an undertaking is obviously beyond the resources of the country

in lhe next 10 to 15 years and indeed probably beyond those of

international agencies, too. The physical planning suggestions so

far made by the Kafue Basin Survey team are however indicated on

the maps, since they are features to be considered now in preparing

future development programs.

The maps illustrate future development possibilities and do

not attempt to record the economic program as such. They express

the physical obstructions and show the areas whex'e economic

developments are and will tend to be most active. The substantial but

widely distributed rural development program cannot be emphatically

mapped and is not indicated. The more critical cash economy

agriculture of the next 10 years will be concentrated substantially

in the regions already economically active. While cash economy

fishing populations will be polarised at existing lakes and productive

rivers the areas of land required for forest reserves and forest

protection - as well as game-cropping, which must be encouraged -

will logically expand in the sparsely settled areas of the north-

western province and Barotseland to include areas occupied by tsetse

fly. For the same reason areas sparsely occupied in the Serenje and

Mpika districts of the Central and Northern provinces respectively

and in the Mporokoso district of the Northern province could be added

to the forest reserves of the country with a minimum of social difficulty
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The u slash and burn ' agricultural system of the Northern Province docs,

however, suggest that the local economy could be seriously affected if

reserves were established before new techniques in agriculture were

passed on to the people and stabilised.

In addition the great needs of the copper mines for timber justifies

the controlled exploitation of forests in the Ndola Rural and Solwezi

districts. The mines are in fact already planning for this to be done.

The bulk of forest reserves are already established in the North-

western and Western Provinces of Barotseland. The planned expansion

and consolidation of these areas will probably continue. Transport

systems will have to be added to to meet the freightage of this heavy

and bulky product. However, transportation to enable growing cash

crop and fishing populations to distribute their produce will also be

necessary. This is substantially confined to existing road systems

and will involve improvement rather than new roads.

It must be assumed that incongruous as they are in places

national borders cannot be altered, although it is interesting to

consider what changes would occur in the Northern and Luapuia

Provinces if the Congo pedicle did not form a barrier to access from

the railroad and the Copperbelt. It must be further assumed that road

access across the pedicle will remain open to Zambian traffic.

The potential inherent in isolated and dispersed areas throughout

the country where better conditions exist for agricultural improvement

than is apparent in the surrounding regions will obviously be pressed

forward. Such areas are rightly the subject of more detailed regional

studies and are not illustrated on the concluding maps. Their existence

helps to justify the improvement of inter -regional and inter-district

transport, many of them based on water systems on lakes and rivers

and through swamps. At present these water systems are of limited

scale and relatively short distance, but ultimately they will serve
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Darotseland contains great areas of flood plains, through which trans-

portation canals serve local populations. During the period of inunda-
tion of the Plain, the villagers migrate to higher ground. Each year

they return to carry on their traditional farming systems behind the

receding waters. Here a village is seen on what lias become an island

in the flood season, A ceremonial barge lies in wait at the entrance to

the village.

Photograph xiv.
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substantial areas with both in- and out-going products. The local road

systems are designed to link with established waterways, and these will

expand as rural advancement takes place. They are no more than

indicated on the maps since these inter-connections also will be part

of more detailed regional studies as the need arises. Particularly

the produce to market ti*ansport systems, whether on water, road

or even by railroad or air will form an essential element of all the

development programs if farmers, fishermen, foresters and mining

smallworkers are to enjoy any real advantage from the improving

economic situation and increasing markets.

It seems certain with growing fishing on the Kafue Flats and

Kariba and agriculture including maize, tobacco, cotton, sugar,

dairying and beef, all concentrated in the region between Broken Hill

and Ka-lomo, that statements made in other sections of this thesis will

be confirmed; namely, that this area, concentrated on Lusaka, Kafue

and Mazabuka, will become the heart of the country, although the

Copperbelt will continue as the strong right arm of the economic body.

The reliance of the whole economy on the line-of-rail region

generally - even where future major works are considered, such as

iron mining, the Kafue River hydro-electric project, and the Kafue

basin development scheme - ia dramatised by the maps. Expansion

will radiate from this central spine and rural activities will be oriented

towards it. Whatever the future international links may be, this spine

will retain its dominance over the vast rural hinterlands which lie on

either side. It will continue to offer most of the economic, educational

and cultural opportunities to the people and will provide the stimulus for

advancement in its governmental, commercial, educational and service

institutions ♦

Government would do well to prepare for tins foreseeable future

pattern by ensuring that the amenities and services are planned to cater
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the rapid growth of tlxis important region. In time the region could

exert its technological influence on the economies of neighboring

countries which have not been able to escape from the agrarian bottlenecks

of the past.
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VI. AUTHOR’S EPILOGUE.

This has been a presumptuous undertaking. Sparse statistical

data, rapid social economic and political change, international pressures

and often personal involvement, all cloud issues and upend preconceived

ideas. The country of Zambia has a running start in harnessing the

pressures for advancement. She has inherited a buoyant economy which,

despite its buoyancy is nevertheless precariously balanced and subject

to esctreme fluctuations.

Success in stabilising her position will depend on leadership

qualities as much as public patience. Her international relations

especially with neighbors must remain friendly, for, landlocked as

she is with tenuous and limited access to coastal ports, she is

dependent on these neighbors for her steady growth to adequate economic

viability.

Up to now the government which took office in January 1964 prior

to independence on October 24th 1964 has shown an ability to face the

need for reason and restraint. The realisation that it is essential to

inspire the confidence of other nations has made for xess extreme

policies than might have been the case.

There have been and will remain pressures of discord and of

international manipulation. In this regard the president has assured

his people that he will show no lack of resolve in dealing with unlawful

attempts to take advantage of any temporary difficulty. The road to

economic independence has been laid but not yet travelled: the road

to political independence may well prove in the long run to have been

the easier one.

The evidence is that with popular support Zambia can achieve

her objects despite the frustrations of severe limitations in agriculture
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and, up to now, few opportunities to exploit natural resources by mining

except copper, mainstay of the whole economy. She has, however, a

broader base on which to build than many of her neighbors on the

continent of Africa. She has inherited an existing infrastructure which

has developed by and large as the country’s needs required. There is

little existing which cannot be put to good use, and there is much to

which expansion can be rationally and economically attached.

It will have been noted in the substance of this thesis that few

predictions of radical change in the physical character of development

can be made with surety if at all. Where they are made, the

established patterns will form the logical skeleton for these predictions

to operate. Suggestions, on the other hand, are plentiful. Many can

be discounted but those which might be given serious thought, to the

extent of becoming predictions of development policies, will them-

selves not be radical in the physical planning sphere. These too,

must of necessity be attached to what has become the pattern of

development up to now. It is easy to observe why this is so.

Biological factors, topography, soils and resources have determined

this pattern and people have moved either to take advantage of them

or to escape them. It is not possible to foresee any major or rapid

change in the direction of development, the present state of know-

ledge of this part of Africa being what it is. The maps contained in

this thesis attempt to illustrate broadly what this means in terms ox

future development. The work has been a consolidation rather than

an original study, but it could prove of value in establishing the role

of physical planning in overall economic development planning.
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APPENDIX

Maps 1 to 10

These maps have been reduced from an original scale of 1 in 2. 500, 000.

Scaling should be done from the linear scale below the main title on

each map.
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